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[Sh. Rajendra Agnihotra] visit Bombay. Dadra and Nagar Haveli cov
ers vast area of forest. This place can be 

Rule 377 ,1 would like to submit that Lalitpur, developed into a tourist resort, without dis-
Jhansi, Hamirpur, Banda and Jalaun dis- turbing forest environment, which will fetch
tricts of Uttar Pradesh and Datia, Morena, more income to the Dadra and Nagar Haveli.
Bhind, Shivpuri, Guna, Sagar, Tikamgarh,
Chhatarpur and Satna districts of Madhya | request the Central Government to
Pradesh are all plateau areas. The eco- develop this areas as tourist resort,
nomic conditions, agriculture, irrigation and 
drinking water problems these areas are the
same. These areas also have common ~T~t ■
sources of water. 15.18 h rs ., / /  > f { '  ,

The level of irrigation in all these areas PRASAR BHARATI (BROADCASTING
is very low, due to which the farmers of these 
areas are unable to produce good crop and 
hence, are very poor. Except for the four 
months, of a year the 80 percent population 
of those areas face acute shortage of drink
ing water and there are extreme drought 
conditions, as there is even fodder shortage 
for cattle.

Uttar Pradesh and Madhya Pradesh 
have common sources of water and water is 
available in plenty. Unless both the Govern
ments agree, neither water sources can be 
tamed nor dams can be constructed there 
on. Due to this reason, the States are still 
lacking in means of irrigation and there is 
acute shortage of drinking water. A Develop
ment Council should be set up under the 
Chairmanship of Union Ministerof Irrigation 
with the consent of both the Governments. 
Both the Governments should make avail
able the financial resources, so that the 
backwardness of these 15 districts of this 
plateau region can be removed and devel
opment of means of irrigation and industries 
could take place and shortage of drinking 
water could be overcome.

(viil) Need to develop Dadra and 
Nagar Haveli as tourist resort

[English] ( M  J S

SHR1_ MOHANBHAI SANJIB H AI 
DELKAR (Dadra and Nagar Haveli): Sir, 
Dadra and Nagar Haveli is situated very near 
to Bombay which is a centre of business. 
Every year large number of foreign tourists

CORPORATION OF INDIA) BILL— 

[English]

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Now we take 
up the Prasar Bharati Bill motion for consid
eration of which was moved by Shri P. 
Upendra on 21.8.90. Before I call upon Shri 
Shrivastavaji, I would like to bring to the 
notice of this House that the time allotted to 
this Bill was eight hours. We have already 
taken eight hours and fifty-nine minutes. I 
would like to know from the House for how 
much time you would like to discuss it.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: One hour 
more.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Well, in one 
hour's time it should be over.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: No, it should 
be two'hours.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: O.K., in two 
hours’ time it should be over.

PROF. P.J. KURIEN (Mavelikara): No, 
Sir. This is a very very important Bill and our 
members have moved a number of amend
ments. On most of the amendments, there is 
some settlement also. But, in spite of that, 
our Members have to express their views. 
This is a very important Bill. So, please do 
not restrict it to one hour. When everything is 
being done with unanimity, why not we take
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more time and discuss it? So, let us say two 
hours, Sir.

THE MINISTER OF INFORMATION 
AND BROADCASTING AND MINISTER OF 
PARLIAMENTARY AFFAIRS (SHRI P. 
UPENDRA): Sir, I have to make one sub
mission. This is not the only important Bill, 
several Bills are pending before the House, 
including the Finance Bill. Already we have 
extended the time. The time originally allot
ted by the Business Advisory Committee 
was six hours and subsequently we increased 
it to eight hours. Now we have already taken 
nine hours. We can take one more hour 
because at 5.30, Half-an-Hour discussion is 
scheduled. Before that I have to reply and 
then vote has to be taken. You kindly regu
late the business accordingly so that this 
business is over by 5.30 and we can take up 
the next business.

SHRI P. CHIDAMBARAM (Sivaganga): 
If the hon. Minister is going to be so techni
cal, then we can also be technical. There are 
64 Government amendments which have 
been moved. Where are these amend m ents? 
Have they been circulated to the Members? 
We do not have these amendments. We can 
always say let these 64 amendments be 
circulated to the Members arid then we will 
discuss them. So, let us not be technical. 
Half an hour this way or that way does not 
matter. We are agreeing to cooperate with 
the Government. Otherwise, letthem give us 
all the 64 amendments. (Interruptions)

SHRI P. UPENDRA: Unlimited time 
cannot be allowed.

[ Translation ]

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: There are a 
number of Members to speak on this issue 
and as this is a very important Bill, it will not 
be proper to pass it quickly. This does not 
mean that we should go on extending the 
time. We cannot extend it too many times. 
One side has asked for one hour time and 
the other side has asked for two hours time.

I am fixing a time of one hour and thirty 
minutes. Even then, if some members do not 
get time to speak, I will suggest them to solve 
this issue by discussing it in his office outside 
this House.

SHRI INDER JIT (Darjeeling): Sir, we 
should be given copies of these 64 amend
ments which have been moved. They have 
not been circulated.

[Translation] C3

DR. SHAILENDRANATH SHRIVAS- 
TAVA (Patna): Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, I 
rise to support this historic Prasar Bharti Bill. 
This is an historic Bill from country, point of 
view Parliaments point of view personally 
myself. I will later discuss my point of view. 
On 15th of August, 1947, this country 
achieved independence. Today, on 29th of 
August, 1990, the Akashwani is getting au
tonomy. So, this is historic day. Besides this, 
this is a historic Bill from the point of view of 
Parliament also. On 1 st of May, 1979, for the 
first time, this Bill was introduced in the 
House by Shri Advani. As he stated, the Bill 
lapsed at that time due to political upheaval. 
This time, this Bill has been introduced in the 
House on the 29th of December, 1989 by the 
hon. Minister Shri Upendra. Today that is, on 
29th of August, 1990, we are discussing the 
Bill after nine months, a new Bill 'Prasar 
Bharti’ has been introduced in the House. 
While saying that this is a historic Bill from 
the point of view of Parliament also, I would 
like to remind my friends that while introduc
ing this Bill in the House, Shri Upendra gave 
a long speech also. I read somewhere that it 
was the longest ever introductory speech 
made by any one while introducing a Bill and 
it might be included in the Guiness Book of 
World Records. Perhaps it is for the first time 
that such a comprehensive Bill with so many 
good provisions has been introduced in this 
House. Yesterday, when I stood upto speak 
on this Bill suddenly one of my friends.... 
{Interruptions) ....

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: You are
wasting the time. Please speak on the 
Bill.
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DR SHAILENDRANATH SHRIVAS- 
TAVA One of our friends raised the ques
tion of quorum The belt was rung and the 
Hon Prime Minister and other Ministers came 
in the House But since, very few Congress 
Members were present in the House, the 
discussion on the Bill could not proceed due 
to lack of quorum Today, I have been again 
allowed to speak Therefore, in my opinion, 
this historic Bill is the need of the time There 
is hardly any civilised country in the world, 
where radio and television do not enjoy 
autonomy Even the media in Soviet Union 
has been given autonomy Mr Gorbachev 
should be praised for this After all, he has 
also accepted the concept of autonomy 
This Bill was needed in our country for long 
Media has been misused most by the Gov
ernment machinery It was ‘Prachhar Bharti’ 
of the Government I find this the biggest 
accident of Indian democracy that when 
Shrimati Indira Gandhi became the Informa
tion and Broadcasting Minister she adopted 
the theory of "Information is power” she 
created such a situation that when she be
came the Prime Minister, she opposed the 
move to provide autonomy to media and the 
freedom of Doordarshan and Akashwam 
became a casualty We all remember as to 
how during emergency, the credibility of 
radio and doordarshan received a jolt It was 
known to the entire country that whatever 
was shown on the doordarshan was totally 
false and it tried to keep the public in the 
dark This situation prompted Shri Dushyant 
to write

‘Yahan darakhton ke saye me bhi
dhoop lagti hai,
chalo kahin aur chalen umra bhar ke
liye ”

But even then she did not realise the gravity 
of the situation, she believed in dictatorship 
and was against autonomy So, she op
posed it in her own way There was much 
more gimmick, when Shri Rajiv Gandhi came 
to power Shrimati Indira Gandhi had re
duced D D (doordarshan) to just I D (Indira 
darshan) But Shri Rajiv Gandhi converted it 
into I.B that is idiot box Doordarshan was 
called idiot box by the entire country and the

credibility of Doordarshan and Akashwam 
started going down Sir, I say that it is a 
historic bill, because today the same idiot 
box is now winning confidence of the public 
as a spokesman of truth So we should 
definitely welcome it I see that there is a 
general agreement on this Bill except that 
some of our friends from the Congress Party 
have moved some amendments on the Bill 
This is their right, I don’t want to challenge 
their rightto put amendments But I'pra/CNd 
that good sense may prevail upon them so 
that they may not stop passage of this Bill by 
way of their amendments Information and 
Broadcasting are as important as the loan 
waiver scheme for the farmers and provision 
of reservation for backward classes and 
right to work Right to information is also an 
important right and this bill has been brought 
for the purpose of ensuring this right You 
know that I have just now made a mention of 
misuse of Doordarshan

DR SHAILENDRANATH SHRIVAS- 
TAVA You have reminded me of time but I 
know that I am coming to the Bill

Mr Deputy Speaker, Sir, without under
standing the background and necessity of 
bringing this Bill, if one goes through the 
provisions of the Bill, one will form the same 
opinion of the electronic media that we used 
to have earlier when the Doordarshan and 
A I R were called the mouth-piece of some
one I know that most of our friends might be 
remembering those days, but they are not 
able to muster enough courage to speak the 
truth The problem with them is that they are 
being asked to swallow the truth which is a 
bitter one But how can we forget when only 
a few months back none else but the then 
Government brazenly misused the electronic 
media during Bharat Bandh on 30th August, 
1989 The bandh was observed throughout 
thecountry but on Doordarshan, it wasshown 
that there was no effect of the Bandh In 
order to check the misuse of Doordarshan in 
the manner it was misused by them, this 
Government has brought this historic Bill 
Mr Upendra has brought this Bill Unlike

MR SPEAKER You speak on the Bill
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mythological Indira whose throne used to 
sbake whenever somebody tried to dethrone 
him, Mr Upendra has brought this Bill to part 
with his powers, for which he definitely de
serves congratulations I can quite visualise 
as to why you don’t want to listen to the 
manner in which the broadcasting media 
was misused The poet Dhoomil has said, in 
one of his works

"Lohe ka swad tohar se nahin, us g hode
se poochho,
jis ke munh mein lagaam hai ”

They had been playing the role of black
smith, so they did not feel the pinch but in 
whose mouth the bridle was put are being 
freed now They should not come in the way 
of this freedom

I would like to say a few words on the
Bi'i

MR DEPUTY SPEAKER You did not 
say anything so far

DR SHAILENDRANATH SHRIVAS- 
TAVA The first thing I want to submit is that 
the proposed corporation will be governed 
by a Board of Governors I strongly object to 
the use of word ‘Shasak’ for the word Gover
nor in the Hindi version of tne Bill The word 
Governor or for that matter its Hindi transla
tion ‘Shasak’ does not convey the spirit of 
democracy Thereiore, the word ‘Governor’ 
may be substituted by some other suitable 
name such as Board of Management or 
Trustees, etc , as suggested by Shri Indrajit 
yesterday I do not have any reservation for 
any particular word, but I certainly would not 
like the word Governor which is against the 
spirit of the Bill But I would also sugges* that 
the steps should be taken to omit the word 
Governor in case of Reserve Bank of India 
by the Government There should not be 
Governor anywhere m the country as this 
word is against the spirit of democracy

Secondly the budget provision which 
you have madeforthis corporation is only for

one year If you really want to do something 
better, five year plan should be made You 
can’t bring a far-reaching transformation by 
making annual plan The system of 5-year 
Plan is in vogue in the country for a long time 
There should be such a provision for Door- 
darshan also

There should definitely be some sort of 
restriction on telecast of advertisements 
Through advertisements, Doordarshan has 
tried to imbibe in our youth elements of a 
culture alien to our soil in the name of culture 
you only exhibit the pop music played in five- 
star hotels If you do not pay due attention to 
the folk songs of the villages, folk dances of 
Rajasthan and Orissa and folk songs of 
Bihar, you cannot give Indian youth any new 
direction only through songs like "Oye Oye" 
and pop music There should be propaga
tion of Indian culture Indian art, literature 
and values of life by the Prasar Bharati, to 
stand true to its name I would like to make 
yet another submission regarding stoppage
o4 telecast of vulgar advertisements over 
Doordarsnan I know you will take pretence 
of loss erf revenue The Government should 
bearfull burden of Doordarshan and All India 
Radio If the Government can bear the full 
burden of education, health, public transport 
and other public utility services, why not of 
Doordarshan and A I R which are the most 
effective media of public welfare The budget 
which you have prepared in this regard Rs 
509 crores only as compared to last year’s 
budget of Rs 455 crores You can’t bring a 
significant change with this paltry amount If 
restriction is not imposed on telecast of 
advertising and adequate budgetary provi
sion is not made for Doordarshan and All 
India Radio, it will certainly become a puppet 
in the hands of multinational companies and 
capitalists and this country won t forgive you 
for this Besides, I would like to submit that 
the Government is going to increase the 
number of channels In this connection, I 
have a suggestion that at least one channel 
should be kept free from government con
trol Now-a-days, it is considered that the 
Doordarshan and the All India radio are the 
mouthpiece of the Government In order to 
wipe out this impression, there should be at
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least a channel free from Government con
trol so that other people could also have their 
say It has been said that a council will be set 
up for redressal of grievances but there 
should be no Government officers in it and its 
decisions also should not be kept confiden
tial Such a provision was there in the Bill of 
1979 and I would request the honourable 
Minister that such a provision be added to 
this Bill also. In the Board of Management, 
there should be a person with engineering 
back-ground Similarly, Directors-General, 
All India Radio and the Doordarshan should 
also be included in the Board of Governors 
otherwise in the name of men of eminence, 
inexperienced persons will be included and 
persons who have devoted their wnoie life in 
the service of All India Radio and Door
darshan will be left out and it will be injustice 
if such people are deprived of opportunity to 
be in the board The term 'men of eminence 
requires to be precisely defined, otherwise i 
have eve*y apprehension t^at people like 
Shahi Imam and Haji Mastan will take posi 
tion in your Board of Governors I would 
suggest that an eoucationist ana a jurist 
should also be included in this Board

[English]

H I want to interfere, I can interfere in an 
autonomous corporation

[ Translation ]

Such an apprehension should be re
moved if you are giving autonomy, it should 
be a way to achieve complete freedom This 
autonomy is a way to achieve total auton
omy But this autonomy should not be taken 
as licence or autocracy, and because of this, 
many honourable members have suggested 
that there should necessarily be a Commit
tee of Parliament to exercise control over the 
working of the corporation, otherwise auton
omy cannot be granted to anyone Law can 
grant protection to autonomy but it can’t 
create autonomy We should give guarantee 
to the people that tne autonomy will not be 
misused by the Government People have 
alleged that Government misused its power 
in the programme ‘KHULA MANCH” It has 
also been alleged that *he speech of Shri 
Kedar Nath Sahn was telecast after ed'ting 
it, but ai! these instances oecurrfd prior to 
the passing of Prasar Bharati Bill

In section 12 of the Bill, a mention has 
been made about the powers of the Corpo
ration but the list is incomplete No mention 
has been made in it as to hourcommunalism 
will be opposed This should aiso be men
tioned here, there is moreto be added toth>s 
Either some more things should be added to 
the list withtheconsent ofallorthe list should 
be scrapped completely i don’t think there is 
any relevance of annexing that list to the B'll

Lastly, I would like to say that autonomy 
is not the ultimate goal, it is a way to achieve 
complete freedom Today, you are opposing 
autonomy, but I also know what is autonomy 
I was associated with the U mversity, which is 
supposed to be an autonomous body, as a 
Teacherfor 32years, we all know how much 
autonomous are the Indian universities and 
how autonomy granted to them is misused 
Shri V N Gadgil while giving a statement in 
June, 1985 had said—

I suggest you that from today onwards, 
there should be no such arDitrary ed'ting 
which offend the person whose speecn or 
views are arbitrary ed ted I would also like 
to submif that the Government is earning a 
lot of revenue from Doordarshan and A I R 
B>-*ths a't'sts a-d n*he
programmes and whose works are telecast/ 
broadcast do not get adequate reward for 
their works What do they receive as broad
casting fee7 The writers, whose works are 
dramatised for telecast/broaHcast, do not 
get justice in terms of monetary benefit 
Therefore, this Prasar Bharti should not be a 
medium of exploitation of writers, artists and 
musicians

Mr Deputy Speaker, Sir, lastly, I con
gratulate the Information and Broadcasting 
Minister for bringing such a historic bill I 
would like to request all the honourable 
Members of the House irrespective of their 
party affiliations that they may table amend-
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merits as it is their right, but amendments 
should not come in the way of passing of this 
Bill In that case, the countrymen will believe 
that these members do not want to give 
freedom of expression to common people 
and you are in favour of this autocracy

So I appeal to all of you not to get such 
an impression created that anyone of us is 
opposed to granting autonomy

15.43 hrs.

[SHRI NIRMAL KANTI CHATTERJEE in 
the Chair]

[English] , ^  2

SHRI P CHIDAMBARAM Mr Deputy 
SpeaKer, I do not wish to make a long speech 
on the Bill Many Members from my Party 
have already spoken on the Bill and Shri 
V N Gadgil will follow

I wish to focus on certain things which 
we could put forward and after great effort 
we could persuadethe Government to agree 
for examination (Interruptions)

Despite our offer of cooperation, de
spite the serious discussions which we have 
engaged in, speaker after speaker, more or 
less speaking from memory, stood up and 
charged the Congress party for taking an 
obstructionist attitude

SHRI SAIFUDDIN CHOWDHURY 
(Katwa) They are now cooperating

SHRI P CHIDAMBARAM They are 
encouraging me to speak Yesterday, for 
example, the hon Member who is now in the 
Chair said that we invented the expression 
“genuine autonomy " I am sorry to disap
point you and other Members Theciuthorof 
the phrase “Genuine autonomy” is Mr Upen- 
dra and it occurred in the Statement of Ob
jects and reasons We believe in autonomy 
and this is what the Congress manifesto 
said

'To this end, the electronic media will 
be continued to be owned by Govern
ment However, with a view to ensur
ing functional autonomy, higher pro
fessionalism and a right mix of enter
tainment, information, news and views 
Akashvani and Doordarshan will be 
converted into Corporation ”

What this Bill missed before the Gov
ernment chose to interact with us was faith in 
the professionals who are in Akashvani and 
Doordarshan What Mr Upendra and his 
Government sought to create was literally 
the Frankenstein’s monster, a disembodied 
Prasar Bharati Corporation and the other 
disembodied Broadcasting Council which 
would have no organic link, no administra
tive link, no structural link, with all those 
38O00 employees who would .eventually 
ha to carry out the task in Akashvani and 
Doordarshan It took us several hours to 
bring home this truth I must thank the CPM 
and the CPI which saw the point of argument 
and said “You ca. inot havethe disembodieo 
organisation or entity which will lay down 
policy, an headless and directionless body 
of 38,000 employees who will carry out that 
policy Modern management today requires 
that those who make the policy must also be 
charted with implementing the policy Those 
who are charged with implementing the policy 
must have a hand, must have a share in the 
making of that policy Today, after several 
rounds of discussion, our amendment that 
the Board of Prasar Bharati Corporation 
should have the Director-General, Door 
darshan and the Director-General of All- 
India Radio and two employees representa 
tives, has been accepted by the Govern
ment Now this Bill makes sense Now this 
Bill advances the policy Now this Bill ad
vances the objectives which we hold dear 
viz autonomy cannot be delinked from pro
fessionalism So, the second amendment on 
which we are very insistent was that this 
body cannot be spun-off from Government 
ft has to remain accountable to Parliament 
and to the people. What the Government has 
tried to do to set up is— in the lignter vein I am 
saying but I mean what I say—that instead of 
one Mr Upendra they were trying to set up
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10 Mr Upendras The only difference was 
the one Mr Upendra is made answerable to 
Parliament and the 10 Mr. Upendras, whom 
they wish to set up, who rule by proxy would 
not be answerable to Parliament We said 
that that is unacceptable Whoever is in the 
Prasar Bharati Corporation, whoever is in 
the Broadcasting Council, whatever be the 
structure, he and it must be answerable, 
must be accountable to Parliament What
ever Mr Ram Vilas Paswan may say about 
the 540 Members of Parliament, this Parlia
ment represents the people 540 Members 
represent the will of the people and the 
sovereignty of the people Therefore, the 
Prasar Bharati Corporation and the Broad
casting Council must be accountable to 
Parliament To this end, our amendment that 
there should be a Joint Parliamentary Com 
mittee has now been accepted by the Gov
ernment Here again, I must offer my thanks 
to the CPI, the CPM and the BJP which 
accepted our suggestion that there should 
be a Joint Parliamentary Committee

SHRI P UPENDRA To the Govern
ment also

SHRI P CHIDAMBARAM I thank you 
finally Much was made about the amend
ment which I have proposed Unfortunately, 
to some of our colleagues, we are ignorant of 
legal language as well as technology To
day, you cannot stop your transistor picking 
up a BBC relay 40 years or 50 years ago, 
somebody said “You listen to the BBC 
Voice will not be clear Transmission will be 
lost "Technology knows no boundary, tech
nology knows no barriers What is happen
ing in India today’  My dear friends in the 
CPM and the CPI should not remain trapped 
in the ideological fortress They should try to 
understand what is happening in the country 
today In Jamshedpur today, you have got 
the cable television You are not able to stop 
it In every hotel today, there is a private 
broadcasting system, they use cassettes 
and show it in every room There is the 
private broadcasting system by which Door
darshan can be blacked out By having a 
certain number of cassettes, you can have 
your own practical 24 hours channel What is

happening today in Bombay’  Bombay has 
got the cable television Every high-rise 
building which is coming up today with 50 
flats or 100 flats or a residential complex 
today has got the cable television. What is 
going to happen by the year 1991 rs that 
there are countries which are now well on the 
way to put an overhead satellite That satel
lite will be hovenng over not only India but all 
of our Asian Continent The signals and the 
beam directly of the satellite and the Indian 
television receiver with an appropriate dish 
antenna will be able to pick up that signal 
You cannot bury your head in the sand and 
say we will only watch Doordarshan and only 
provide Doordarshan Your people are going 
to shut off Doordarshan Already, people of 
Assam are listening to the Bangladesh Tele
vision Shri Sontosh Mohan Dev made this 
point yesterday People in West Punjab are 
listening to the Lahore Television What is 
going to happen is all over the country in a 
year or two or three years when the price of 
this dish antenna comes to Rs 1000 or Rs 
1500/ people are going to pick up the BBC 
or VOA or every other station in the world 
What we are saying is you just go back to 
your Indian Telegraph Act of 1855 I did not 
invent this Section This Section says that 
Government may grant a licence on such 
conditions and in consideration of such 
payment as it thinks fit to any person to 
establish, maintain a work of telegraph within 
any part of India My dear friend Shri Saifud- 
dm thought that telegraph is only a Morse 
code Telegraph includes television, tele
graph includes radio, telegraph includes 
anything else science will bring us The point 
is, this is an Act of 1855 and all that we said 
was once you make the Prasar Bharati 
Corporation and give it all what it appears to 
be a monopoly under Section 12, then what 
is the meaning of Section 3, where does it 
stand’  Therefore, we said, notwithstanding 
anything in this law, the Government will 
retain to itself the powers to grant licence 
And I heard all of you standing up and 
screaming up that I am pleading tor privati
sation Of course, not I am pleading that the 
Government should retain in his hands the 
power which it has To make it abundantly 
clear and put it beyond the pale of ambiguity
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that Government must retain the power to 
grant licence to any person or authority—in 
legal language to grant a licence if neces
sary in specialised areas, if necessary to 
compete with Doordarshan so that an Indian 
viewing public by competition gets good 
programme, we can withstand the competi
tion which is going to come from BBC and 
VOA. What is privatisation? It is only keeping 
march with technology, keeping march with 
science, keeping march with what is hap
pening in the world. I would humbly appeal to 
my friends not to bury their heads in sand 
and make an ostrich’s like attitude. The 
Government has not accepted our amend
ment. But fortunately, he has agreed to have 
a formulation. There again, Mr. Upendra will 
bear with me. The formulation that you have 
included in your special amendment is not 
the formulation. What you have circulated is 
a wrong formulation.

SHRI P. UPENDRA: I have sent an
other.

SHRI P. CHIDAMBARAM: Very well. 
Thank you. We will accept the right formula
tion so that the power under Section 12 is 
without prejudice to and in addition to and 
not a derrogation to the powers under the 
Indian Telegraph Act. If a time comes perse  
the Sports Authority of India or the Indian 
Olympics Council to be given a licence to 
major broadcasting on sports events, if the 
time comes that UGC is to be given a licence 
to do a major broadcasting on distance 
education, why should not—the Government 
give them licence? I see no harm in that. If 
Doordarshan cannot produce good sports 
programme, if Doordarshan cannot produce 
good education programme, there is no harm 
if UGC or the Sports Authority of India the 
Indian Olympics Association is given a li
cence to do that. That may come five years 
later or ten years later. But the point is we 
must keep our eyes and ears open to what is 
happening in the world. We cannot get our
selves trapped in ideological fortresses.

members must be the employees of the 
Corporation. We could not reach an agree
ment until yesterday morning. Finally, the 
Minister was convinced that they must be 
employees of the Corporation. He has said 
that they shall be employees of the Corpora
tion. But unfortunately, he has made their 
age of retirement 6 2 .1 think, this is wrong. I 
think, he is being advised by ‘on the verge of 
retirement’ bureaucrats who are looking for 
sinacures after retirement. Please do not go 
by that advice. If every employee in the 
Corporation retires at 5 8 ,1 do not see why a 
whole-time director who is also an employee 
of the corporation should not retire at 58. 
Please do not provide two classification. I 
would urge him still that while he has ac
cepted the amendment, the age 62 must be 
changed to 58. I am quite sure how the 
bureaucrats advice the Minister. They will 
tell him: This is very important. This is a very 
important post and only people with experi
ence can do it. And they will find for them
selves four years sinacures after they retire 
at 58. Otherwise, you promise that you will 
not appoint a single retired bureaucrat. I am 
sure you are being advised by the people 
who are on the verge of retirement. Other
wise you make it 62 for everybody. After all, 
Haryana Government has raised the age of 
entry to 35. (Interruptions) This is wrong. All 
employees should have the same age of 
retirement. There is no reason why three or 
four employees who become the directors 
should now retire at the age of 62. This is one 
other suggestion.

Now there is a very high sounding name 
of Governor. I think, what we are doing is we 
are unnecessarily raising the expectations 
by calling people by high sounding names. In 
England, the Had ofthe Police in a district is 
known as Chief Constable. Here, we create 
Inspector-Generals and Director-Generals. 
I do not know what will happen when there 
are seven or eight Director-Generals in each 
State. We may probably invent something. 
Mr. Sathe said, if everybody is a Governor, 
then make the Chairman, Governor Gen
eral. These words I think have no meaning. 
I am glad that he has accepted the amend
ment; he is now calling it a member. I thinkWe also insisted that the whole-time
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we should keep people on earth. Their feet 
must be firmiy planted on the ground. Don’t 
make them walk in the sky.

SHRI P. UPENDRA: At the same time 
you are not telling anything on points which 
I have not agreed to.

SHRI P. CHIDAMBARAM: I am talking 
about matters on which we have reached an 
agreement. There are still one or two points 
on which there is no agreement. I am quite 
sure that by the time this debate is over and 
by the time Mr. Gadgil and some other people 
speak, the Minister will come around to 
accepting our suggestions.

The first thing is about the ownership of 
the assets. Who should own the assets of 
Prasar Bharati? Inthe BBC modelthe assets 
are owned by the Government. It is made 
available to the BBC on lease or licence 
basis. This is our information. When we put 
it to the Minister he said that he will look into 
it. If he has looked into it, he should share it 
with the House. We believe that these assets 
must remain with the Government. But ar
rangements can be worked out by which 
they can be placed with the Corporation on 
lease or licence basis and the assets must 
remain with the Government, so that the 
corporation does not fritter away the assets 
or misapply the assets or add to the assets 
in a manner which is impolitic. Afterall who 
will decide where a transmitter will be set up, 
who will decide what areas will be covered? 
These are very valuable assets and I see no 
point at all in comparing it with the MTNL 
estates. As Mr. Advani himself has said, this 
is a unique experience. When we launch 
upon a unique experience let us not go 
overboard. We are quite willing to give 
complete functional autonomy and profes
sional control to the people who wiH be in 
Prasar Bharati. But the assets must belong 
to the State; it must belong to the Govern

' “ ment and I am sure an arrangement will be 
worked out by which these assets must be 
made available to the corporation either on 
lease or licence basis or nominal licence or 
nominal lease basis. I think now that you 
have introduced Clause 22 (b) taking power

to supersede the corporation, you must also 
concede the validity of our arguements that 
these assets will remain with the Govern
ment and they should be placed either on 
lease or licence basis with the corporation.

The other amendment is about the 
Broadcasting Council. There again we said 
it is a kind of Ambudsman which will listen to 
the complaints and therefore Members of 
Parliament must be represented. There also 
we have the support of the CPM, CPI and the 
BJP. The Minister has agreed to include 4 
MPs on Broadcasting Council. The Broad
casting Council’s recommendations will be 
broadcast over Doordarshan and All India 
Radio whenever they find that a complaint is 
justified. I think now for the first time Parlia
ment and the Broadcasting Council need not 
stand in—to use Mr. Sathe’s colourful ex
pression—impotent rage. Now I would like to 
really have some teeth to this Broadcasting 
Council so that the Broadcasting Council will 
genuinely do justice to those who come 
forward with complaints against the way 
Prasar Bharati Corporation is functioning.

AN HON. MEMBER: And not permit 
censoring.

SHRI P. CHIDAMBARAM: Sir, I think I 
have dealt with most of the amendments.

MR. CHAIRMAN: Now please con
clude.

SHR! P. CHIDAMBARAM: The point 
that I wish to make is, if only this spirit of 
accommodation which the Government has 
shown in the last three or four days had been 
shown earlier, perhaps we could have 
reached an agreement earlier. The point I 
am trying to make, is, we have a point of 
view, we have a policy which is spelt out. 
Today the Bill approximates to our policy and 
therefore we are willing to support it to the 
extent our amendments are accepted. But 
there are stiH one or two amendments and if 
they are not accepted we would have to 
press tor those amendments and we would 
have to make our points. Maybe our amend
ments wiH be defeated here, maybe we will
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receive support or maybe you will see rea
son by the time the amendments come up for 
vote. But the point is, if you had shown the 
same spirit of accommodation, spirit of 
understanding, with the cooperation that we 
have extended we could have had this Bill 
several months ago.

This is an experiment. But this experi
ment must be carefully watched. If we find 
that this experiment is not going all right, if we 
find that this experiment is not achieving its 
objective, certainly it is within the power of 
the Parliament to make further amendments 
to this Act. Let me, on behalf of my party, 
make it abundantly clear that if this experi
ment is not carried on in the spirit with which 
this law is being passed, despite this experi
ment that Mr. Upendra has set himself up as 
the Editor of the year, the National Editor 
who will edit everything that goes in Prasar 
Bharati, certainly my party in Parliament 
would raise its voice and ask for further 
amendments to the Act. But for the present 
we accept the amendments on which there 
has been an agreement. On the two amendr 
ments on which there is no agreement, I 
would still urge Mr. Upendra to try to reach an 
agreement before we vote.

With this, this approximates to our pol
icy, we extend our constructive support to 
the Bill with the amendments on which we 
have agreed upon.

_ . J*
16.00 hrs. ") -j ' y

SHRI KHEMCHANDBHAI SOMABHAL 
CHAVDA (Patan): Mr. Chairman, Sir, I rise 
to suppwrt the Prasar Bharati Bill, 1989. 
While doing so, I would like to make some 
observations. At the outset, I would say that 
hon. Minister for Information and Broadcast
ing, Shri Upendra, has tried his level best to 
make this Bill as good as it can be. He has 
consulted the supporting parties. He has 
consulted the Opposition. And he has ac
cepted several amendments. Therefore, no 
useful purpose will be served by sending this 
Bill to a joint select committee or for circula

tion as some Members have demanded by 
amendments.

Yesterday, hon. Member, Shri Sontosh 
Mohan Dev put this question to Shri Upen
dra: “How many times the Prime Minister has 
been projected in Doordarshan?” Through 
you, may I remind him to remember those * 
days when people used to call 'Indira radio’ 
instead of All India Radio? At the time of 
Rajiv Government, people used to call 
Doordarshan as 'Rajiv Darshan’. Akashvani 
and Doordarshan were misused by the then 
Government. (Interruptions) I mean, the 
Congress (I) Government. Therefore, during 
the general elections, the National Front, in 
its manifesto, declared to the people that 
Akashvani and Doordarshan* will be free 
from the stranglehold of the Government. 
That promise has now been fulfilled. What
ever commitments or promises were given 
by the National Front, many of them have 
been implemented and the remaining will be 
implemented in the very near future.

There is a widespread talk about cor
ruption, misuse of power, and undue favour 
in the Doordarshan and Akashvani. But there 
is no provision in this Bill to root out corrup
tion and undue favour in the Doordarshan 
and Akashvani. My suggestion is that an 
independent vigilance board should be set 
upto curb the corruption in Doordarshan and 
Akashvani. The Chairman and four Mem
bers should be appointed by the President of 
India. And the Chairman should be a retired 
Chief Justice of Supreme Court or High 
Court. One Member should be nominated by 
the Lokpal, one Member should be nomi
nated by the Comptroller and Auditor-Gen
eral; one Member should be nominated by 
the Government itself and one Member 
should be nominated by the Bar Council of 
India. I believe that an independent Vig
ilance Board is a necessity to remove cor
ruption in this autonomous framework... 
(Interruptions)... There is a widespread1 
feeling among the people in the villages— I 
know this since I live in a small village—that 
obscene scenes are shown in Chitrahar, 
feature films and advertisements also. Such 
scenes cannot be seen with one’s daugh
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ters, sisters or mothers. My request is that 
action should be taken to see that such type 
of scenes are not televised. And if it is not 
done Sir, I have got my own fear that we are 
heading towards blue films and you know 
what is a blue film. (Interruptions)

MR. CHAIRMAN: I have never seen.

(Interruptions)

SHRI KHEMCHANDBHAI SOMABHAI 
CH AVDA: My other suggestion is that under 
Clause 9, one or two more Recruitment 
Boards should be set up. Regional Recruit
ment Boards should be set up for Groups ‘C’ 
and ‘D’, i.e., Class III and Class IV. For these 
groups, persons should be taken from that 
particular region only. The knowledge of 
culture and language must be a qualification 
exclusively for such type of appointment. 
This is my humble suggestion. (Interrup
tions)

SHRIMATI VIDYA CHENNUPATI 
(Vijayawada): I would like to give one more 
suggestion. One lady Governor is necessary 
in the Board. A Governor from farmers 
community is also necessary. (Interruptions)

SHRI KHEMCHANDBHAI SOMABHAI 
CHAVDA: I am going to say something
regarding Scheduled Castes and Sched
uled Tribes. It is very good that she has 
reminded me of one more point. SCs and 
STs should be represented in the Board of 
Governors, Broadcasting Council and Re
cruitment Board also. At least one Member 
from Scheduled Castes and one Member 
from Scheduled Tribe should be represented 
in this Board... (Interruptions)... Ours is the 
biggest democracy in the world and in a 
participatory democracy, right to information 
is a must for the people. I have no time to go 
into details. But I can say that there is some 
restriction in our country. I am referring to the 
Official Secrets Act. May I request honour
able Upendraji, our Minister in the National 
Front Government, to suitably amend the 
Official Secrets Act? Repealing the Act will 
not do. There are certain other things also. 
That is why I am saying that I have no time to

go into the details... (Interruptions)... I am 
referring and telling all these points through 
the Chairman and not directly.

Sir, I think the Corporation must always 
keep in mind the solemn resort of the people 
of India while adopting the Constitution, i.e. 
to secure justice, liberty, equality and frater
nity to all its citizens.

Thank you, Sir.

[ Translation ] — \ "9
/  S u-

PROF. RASA SINGH RAWAT (Ajmer):
Hon7 (Chairman. Sir, IfTias 5e£h said in our 
Vedas

“B hadram  Karnebhi Shrinuyam De- 
v a h a  Bhadram Pa-
shyamakshibhiryajatra."

It means that we should always listen good 
with our ears and see good and auspicious 
with our eyes. This is a matter of great 
appreciation that with a view to give auton
omy to All India Radio and Doordarshan 
according to its promises with the people, 
the National Front Government has brought 
about the Prasar Bharati (Broadcasting 
Corporation of India) Bill to bring correct 
news to the people through All India Radio 
and Doordarshan. I extend my wholehearted 
support to this Bill on behalf of the Bhartiya 
Janta Party. Besides this, I would like to 
subm it that the previous Government having 
declared the state of emergency had given 
autonomy to the A.I.R. and Doordarshan in 
the country and in this way they had estab
lished tneir monopoly alongwith the initiation 
ofthe process of brainwashing ofthepeople. 
In that situation it was but natural and essen
tial a Bill would have been brought in the 
House according to the wishes of the people 
to protect them from all these things. It is a 
matter of great pleasure that the Janta 
Government has fulfilled its commitments 
made to the people of this country. I would 
urge that this Bill should be passed unani
mously and all the amendments proposed in 
it in the public interest should be accepted in 
their original form for giving full autonomy to
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it. We switch on to the B.B.C. or the A.B.C. 
i.e. American Broadcasting Corporation for 
correct and impartial reporting of news, 
similarly we want that our Prasar Bharati 
may also get the same credibility in the world 
and not only the people of this country take 
pride in listening and watching the pro
grammes of Akashwani and Doordarshan 
but it should also be the choice of the people 
of other countries for it’s free and fair report
ing, and they may devebp a feeling that in 
fact our Akashwani and Doordarshan can 
present the correct news to the world. As has 
been said right now whether it is a matter of 
justice or independence, socialism or de
mocracy, I would like to urge that our great 
cultural heritage should be presented before 
the world through Radio and Doordarshan 
Today the position is that the status of our 
Doordarshan has reduced to an organisa
tion presenting the features of western cul
ture only, songs and music played on Radio 
and Doordarshan are based on western 
culture, western music is played and imi
tated which is in contrast with the Indian 
culture. Hence there is an urgent need to 
save Radio and Doordarshan from this cul
ture. Doordarshan should present the pic
ture of great Indian culture, whatever has 
been preached in Vedason humanity, moral 
u p lif tm e n t  should be presented in their pro
grammes and also the scientific approach 
adopted therein should be expressed. 
Humanitarian approach presented in the 
Vedas “Sangachhdhvam Samvadadhvam” 
or Sarvaasham mitrabhavantu i.e. treat the 
world as yourfriend which is the very ba&a of 
our culture. Radio and Doordarshan should 
present all thei: programmes to if e world 
having in mind the principle of ‘Sarve 
Bhavantu Sukhinah, Sarve Santu Nirama- 
yah’ and 'Vasudhave Kutumbakam’.

I would like to conclude by drawing the 
attention of the House towards one more 
point. There is a need to save Radio and 
Doordarshan which is in the grip of capital
ists lobby, from the temptation of income 
from advertisements. There is a need to 
ensure that this Corporation may not be

come the puppet of this capitalist lobby. To 
make the Corporation answerable to the 
Parliament in the real sense, it is essentia! 
that the Members of Parliament are repie- 
sented in it. It is in the interest of all of us. With 
these words, I strongly support the Prasar 
Bharati Bill brought forward by the new 
Government and Hon. Upendraji.

[English] o
SHRIMATI UMA GAJAPATHI RAJU 

(Visakhapatnam): Sir, at the very outset, I 
would like to protest, because the Minister 
for Information and Broadcasting— I think 
the Minister for Disinformation and Broad
casting—has abdicated his moral right to 
pilot the Bill and be present during the dis
cussion because of the accusations made 
by his own senior cabinet colleagues. More
over, he is the Minister for Parliamentary 
Affairs, a Minister who should uphold Parlia
mentary Procedures and I think he really has 
abdicated his moral right to pilot this Bill. And 
this Bill is being discussed today.

I would like to say that the Government 
is following a scorch earth policy. They are 
destroying even while retreating. So, while 
we debate autonomy and the so-called free
dom from the shackles of Ministerial interfer
ence, the present Government is systemati
cally destroying autonomy, systematically 
destroying the very institutions it wants to 
bestow freedom. Intentionally or willy nilly, in 
the last eight months, we have seen a farci
cal display of how petty men with pygmy 
vision can demolish national institutions. Now, 
the mandate given to this Government has 
time and again been belied, for if the inten
tions of the Right hon. Minister and his Prime 
Minister always mouthing pious cliches were 
really noble, then right from the word go they 
could have embarked on re-structuring 
Doordarshan and AIR. But instead, in the 
last eight months and even in the recent 
Khula Manch, we had seen a khula fraud— 
fraud farmers, fraud people who were con
ducting the whole show. Now, we have been 
promised an Interim Board to oversee Door
darshan and AIR even before the Bill be
came a reality. But for the past eight months.
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the Board has not been constituted Be
cause,— in the words of the hon Minister,— 
"the Prime Minister’s Office did not clear the 
names ” What kind of Autonomy is this7 As 
I said in my speech during the course of the 
debateon National Commission for Women’s 
Bill, what this country needs is, independent 
minded people, not independent bodies It is 
more independent minded people who can 
do the jobs My objection is not on the 
intentions but on the fraud that this Govern
ment is trying to legitimise They appear to 
be committed and they are committed to 
appear it to be committed They are con
cerned with appearing to be concerned They 
are full of gestures There is no substance in 
any of the things they say

I will only dwell on a few absurd ano 
contradictory Clauses ot the Bill While im
posing financial control the Bill ties the 
Corporation to the Government s apron- 
strings We all know that he who pays the 
piper,callsthetune lthink, now wewillhave 
the part time Chairman pacing the corridors 
of Shastri Bhavan full time, with a begging 
bowl and if he displeases our hon Minister 
Shri Upendra, then his pocket monev wi'i be 
slashed By including Clauses 22 A and 22B 
the Government can demand information or 
sources of information The Bill 'nghtens the 
proposed Corporation into meek submis 
sion as is happening every day

One mere important thing that I would 
like to say is this It is a shame o^ th s 
Government which can be so dangerously 
blase to manipulate news and views on the 
even of Prasar Bharati Bill discussion, shame 
on it for being so deaf and un-responsive to 
the observations of the Members of this 
august House Even when I am speaking, 
the Minister is busy talking to his colleague 
over there He has turned deaf ears to us 
now How hell, you will expect any autonomy 
from this Government7 As a sop, the Bill has 
provisions for a Broadcasting Council Like 
many other Councils, it is a toothless won
der It neither has mandatory powers to 
penalise defaulters, nor the sanctity to allow 
it to become a moral force, at best, it will be 
a group of arm-chair manipulators and

administrators who will be clutching at re
ports to be presented to Parliament

I oppose the Bill in its present form, not 
because I disagree with its intentions, but 
because of three major reasons (1) be
cause I suspect the motives I believe the 
Government’s intentions are spurious, dan
gerous and mala fide, (2) because I believe 
the Bill is a hotchpotch—a dangerous amal
gamation of clauses which spells out free
dom and bondage at the same time—which 
can create a seemingly independent body 
with remote control ir the hands of Shri 
Upend'a, the ruthless manipulator (Inter
ruptions)

The Minister is so busy he has no time 
to listen to me (Int&n uptions) The Minister is 
not oniy ruthless, he is also indifferent (Inter
ruptions:) My third reason'S I believe that the 
stale to which Doordarshan and AIR have 
been reduced in the last eight months, they 
need nurtjring caring, re-structuring and 
rehabilitation and the Bill does not make any 
provision for any of these

What is required, instead, is an elec
tronic media manned by professionals of 
integrity and vision, of talent and independ
ence wno can he'p us fight tne many socio
economic and political problems that we 
face today Doordarshan and AIR can 
achieve all this through a functional auton
omy without the charade and the panto
mime that this Government is enacting to
day

Michael Gorbachev has taught us from 
Russia that there can be no glasnost without 
perestroika This Bill has neither glasnost, 
nor perestroika, as far as I can see I think 
this Bill m js t be defeated

[Translation ] " . j

SHRj_C M NEGI (Garhwal) It is a 
matter o f^reaf pteSsQrfe and satisfaction for 
us that at last an atmosphere of unanimity is 
being created in the House in connection 
with the Prasar Bharati Bill But I would like 
to point out that I was very much surprised
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when it was opposed by the Congress in the 
beginning because one of the reasons for 
the defeat of Congress was doordarshan. It 
contributed a lot for its defeat. But I am 
astonished to see that even now the attach
ment of Congress with Doordarshan has not 
decreased. May be that they have realised it 
and now they are in favour of the continu
ance of Government's control over it so that 
the National Front Government may meet its 
Waterloo as they met their’s on that account, 
ft has been said that this Bill has not been 
brought in haste. You are here for complete
5 years, you should have shown some pa
tience. It perhaps reflects the thinking that in 
the previous Lok Sabha i.e. Eighth Lok Sabha 
Congress had brought forward Panchayati 
Raj Bill 6 months before the elections after 
withholding it for 4 years and six months 
which proved to be counter-productive. I 
would like to make some suggestions. I want 
that like Vividh Bharati which is a commercial 
channel in Akashwani a separate commer
cial channel should be started in Doordarshan 
and objectionable advertisements must not 
be telecast on it. Although advertisements 
are very important but sometimes advertise
ments are very interesting and they supply 
information to the common man about the 
new products. Consumers are also bene
fited by it as they get knowledge about the 
new products coming in the market. But if a 
separate commercial channel is created, it 
should include commercial programmes only, 
including News bulletins, national and cur
rent events. I also want that although auton
omy is proposed to be given, there should be 
some Government control over it. For future 
expansion of Doordarshan in border and 
hilly areas of the country where one trans
meter is not sufficient to coverthe entire area 
due to topographical conditions, low power 
transmitter should be installed so that Door
darshan facilities can be expanded on prior
ity basis in these border and hilly areas. I am 
very happy that our Government is taking 
time bound, well-considered and planned 
steps in accordance with the declaration 
made by the National Front Government in 
their manifesto. It is a step taken in the same

direction and I welcome it and would like to 
congratulate Shri Upendraji for that. Shri 
Krishan Kumar had said that it has -been 
prepared, on the model of B.B.C. but in that 
country the Home Minister enjoys extensive 
power. Here the Hon. Minister while giving 
autonomy has given more powers and I feel 
that it is a new experiment in this country. We 
should not see it with doubt and this work 
should be entrusted with a proper planning. 
If any shortfalls and drawbacks are found, 
they can be corrected any time by bringing 
amendments to that effect in the House but 
today when we are going to give autonomy 
through this Bill, it should be passed unani
mously and there should be no doubt in our 
hearts about it. It should be entrusted with 
the responsibility with full faith so as to main
tain the credibility of this media even in 
future.

With these words I conclude.

[English] ^ \ J \  ’ \

SHRI V.N. GADGIL (Pune): The text of 
the Bill must be read in the context of certain 
basic issues. The basic issue is autonomy 
for what, autonomy for whom and autonomy 
in what manner. In my submission autonomy 
is merely a form; its substance is something, 
else; and if that substance is lacking, the 
autonomy will be meaningless.

One of the greatest disservices the Bri
tishers had done to this country is that a myth 
is created particularly in the mind of the 
middle class that BBC is wonderfully inde
pendent and autonomous. I have collected 
enough material for somebody to write a 
thesis on how things happen in BBC. There 
is a Manchester University study which shows 
how the news is biased on BBC. There is a 
book called Abuse of Power by James Mor- 
gath, who was a London Times Correspon
dent covering the House of Commons for 50 
years. This is a well documented book. 
Quotations from various documents show 
that from Lloyd George to James Callaghan 
except Attlee, every Prime Minister inter
fered in BBC. Historian Prof. A.J.P. Taylor— 
created a controversy and the BBC stopped
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giving news about him Last week I read 
memoirs of a retired DG He gave one in
stance about it In 1956, after the Suez 
invasion, a programme was arranged A 
General was called He went to a studio 
Lights were on and the camera was ready At 
that time, a telephone came from 10, Down
ing Street to stop it, and it was stopped So, 
autonomy by itself does not assure non
interference by the government Therefce, 
there is no magic in the word, “autonomy” I 
can give some more examples Not neces
sary, only one example is enough

Shri Jagjit Singh Chauhan uttered some 
non-sense about Shrimati Indira Gandhi on 
BBC, and we complained about it They said 
"Oh Sorry, old boy, BBC is independent We 
cannot interfere ” But when Saudi Arabia 
told that a film ' Death of a Princes” must not 
be shown, the BBC stopped showing it

DR BIPLAB DASGUPTA (Calcutta 
South) It did show

DR BIPLAB DASGUPTA It did show,
I saw it

SHRI V N GADGIL It was stopped 
May be, it was shown later

DR BIPLAB DASGUPTA I have seen
it

SHRI V N GADGIL You are a lucky 
one (Interruptions)

Therefore, my point is autonomy does 
not assure or guarantee non-interference 
Ultimately rt is the attitude and approach of 
the powers that be, that matters

Lot of things have been said about what 
happened in the past I do not want to rake up 
history But I have got a publication, "What 
happened between 1977and 197ST, on how 
the Janata Government misused the power 
It is not my own I have collected from various 
newspapers, editorials, speeches and Lead

ers’ Columns All that you can see (Interrup
tions)

All right, forget the past What hap
pened now?

16.32 hrs.

[MR DEPUTY-SPEAKER in the Chair]

(Interruptions)

SHRI P CHIDAMBARAM You are 
intolerant of criticism (Interruptions) Gadg- 
ilji, please tell us what happened now

SHRI V N GADGIL In December this 
Government came into power (Interruptions) 
Mr Devi Lai while being sworn in he said, 
“Deputy Prime Minister” That was shown in 
the 7 30 news Later it was not shown

A note went from the Ministry of Infor
mation and Broadcasting that a particular 
Editor should be associated with "Issues 
Before the Parliament A note from the l&B 
Ministry goes and that is decided

On 30th January a particular person 
filed a petition in the High Court He had 
nothing to do with the Congress It was 
announced that he was a Congress (I) 
Member

In February elections, what happened, 
you know The Chief Minister of Maharash
tra refused to go on TV You know how it was 
dealt with

In March after the Budget was pre
sented, Mr A G  Kulkarni and Mr C P  
Thakur, both Members of Rajya Sabha were 
called to give their views on the Budget 
When they went there they were told, “We 
are not recording your views ” That is the 
treatment given to Members of Parliament 
(Interruptions)

Then what happened to P M 's  visit to 
Namibia7 The News Editor was transferred

In anotherprogramme, duringthe Prime

SHRIVN GADGIL No, rt was stopped
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Minister s visit to Visakhapatnam, the Prime 
Minister was shown, but the Chief Ministerof 
Andhra Pradesh was not shown

In May even newspapers likethe States
man and the Tribune wrote that it is "V P 
Darshan” (Interruptions) The Punjab Uni
versity’s Department of Journalism prepared 
apaperindicating how many times Shri V P 
Singh was shown on the TV and that paper 
called it “V P Darshan” ( Interruptions) This 
is what had happened I am not saying it

Then on the 26th May what happened’  
There are a number of instances (Interrup
tions)

SHRI P UPENDRA Sir, so far the 
discussion has been going on a very high 
plane relating to the Bill Ithought my learned 
friends will discuss the provisions relating to 
the Bill (Interruptions) If we have to list out 
those things, I can list out thousands which 
were committed (Interruptions)

SHRI V N GADGIL You have the 
pleasure You do it You talk about the spirit 
of autonomy Therefore, I am mentioning 
them (Interruptions) With functional auton
omy, what can happen Please listen (Inter
ruptions)

SHRI P CHIDAMBARAM You have 
no patience to listen

SHRI V N GADGIL Have you forgot
ten about Jana Vam where Ministers were 
put on mat by cross-examination by people’  
One Minister got the feeling that he lost the 
Ministry because of the Jana Vam pro
gramme, two Ministers were reluctant to 
gaon Jana Vam That was the opening that 
was made (Interruptions) Have you forgotten 
RajanP

SHRI SOMNATH CHATTERJEE 
(Bolpur) Prime Minister was to come on 
Jana Vam (Interruptions)

SHRI P CHIDAMBARAM You know

that Dua is black-listed today (Interruptions)

SHRIVN GADGIL Have you forgotten 
Rajamwhere corruption in Government was 
exposed’  Sach ki Purchaian (Interrup 
tions) There was a programme called ‘News 
Time’ where the failings of Congress Minis
ters in various States were shown Last eight 
months, I have not seen anything of that kind 
although a spirit of autonomy is supposed to 
prevail In a public meeting in Bombay the 
Prime Minister had said ‘if you do not like my 
coming too much on TV, write a postcard ’ 
When I asked him, he said ‘I have not 
received any postcard’ But I know from 
Pune itself, at least hundred had been sent
I do not blame the Prime Minister because 
the Post and Telegraph Department under 
this Government is functioning in such a 
fashion that postcard do not reach the Prime 
Minister

Sir, I do not want to make a partisan 
speech I want to say something which af 
fects the Bill What we are dealing with is a 
very powerful media It is capable of im
mense good It is capable of terrible harm In 
the Joshi Committee Report, Nikhal Chakra- 
vorty's vision for Indian television, you see 
the sociological aspect What has happened’  
TV has affected the art of conversation It 
has affected the habit of reading It has 
affected social intercourse Somebody in
vites me tor dinner think'ng that there will be 
some discussion about literature, poetry and 
soon I go there What do I find’ People say, 
let us watch TV Then, the dinner is ready 
Somebody says, ‘bring the dinner here’ So, 
social intercourse is lost

What harms TV can do’  The influence 
of TV is like dropping of water on a stone, 
drops of water falling on a stone, persis
tently, apparently imperceptible but in the 
end very effective and enduring That is the 
influence

Sir, only one thing is sufficient There is 
one report, which says

“By the time, the average American
student graduates from High School,



h e  has spent 15,000 hours watching 
television compared with a mere 10 000 
hours ip *ne  classroom Only sleeping 
time surpasses television as atoptime 
co ns j'n e r'

This is the impact o* TV This is the 
sociological aspect of TV Therefore, Sir, we 
must be very cautious in any experiment we 
do with Doordarshan That is the point I am 
canvassing What happens to politics9 BBC 
is supposed to be independent Whet has 
happened? Recently there was a Seminar 
on ‘Future of Broadrasting’ The best speech 
was made by Mrs Shirley Williams, who was 
a Minister ,n Labour Government She has 
said, ‘TV has triyiaiised politics TV has per
sonalised politics, TV has aifected the publ.c 
life Trivial sed d o iu ic s  personalised poll 
tics, confrontations politics If the purpose 
or rola of eiec*ronic media is to inform, to 
errertain and to educate, see what has 
happened to BBC political programmes If 
there is a serious discussion, nobody sees it 
Tney want some fighting So, political edu
cation has been reduced to political enter
tainment That is the danger Then, Sir, she 
has mentioned, she went to a Labour Party 
meeting, conducted in a  big hall a c c o m m o 

dating about 800 peopie They waited for 
half an hour Nobody came Then, the senior 
leader said, I come to th s ^ery hall in the last 
election in 19 5 J It was overcrowding Ar- 
rangementof lo u d s D e a k e rs  had been made ’
In 1984 elections, only four Sadies were tnere 
They were told, ‘you are a very loyal sup
porter of Labour Party At least you have 
come We must thank you ’ They said, ‘what 
Labour Party7 We were told that there is 
going to be a playing card, bridge fame and 
therefore, we have come So, public meet
ing, as a weapon of Dolit'cal education, has 
been destroyed by TV This is the danger of 
TV This is the danger inherent in the media 
T herefore, we have to watch My leftist friends 
may point out that if multinationals come 
what will happen7

In the Non-Aligned Conference, about 
information, this is what was said

“The western media are too power-
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ful—they penetrate too Widely and 
effectively They represent an alien 
viewpoint, which they impress on na
tions trying to build an independent, 
modern identity And they lack the at
tributes—of accuracy and objectivity, 
for example—on which they have 
based their claims to pre-eminence.”

There is an information invasion I do 
not know what will happen A few years back 
there was a programme on American TV I 
am making a point what these multi-nation
als, who are all for profit and nothing else, 
can do The programme was Shakespeare’s 
Julius Caesar which was to be staged And 
tne best actors and actresses were hired by 
a sponsor on one condition that his products 
should oe advertised That company was a 
company dealing in funerals undertakers. 
And you know the famous scene in Julius 
Caesar Antony has come and says. “I have 
come to bury Casesar, not to praise him ” 
Stop Tms programme is sponsored by John 
Dickens n Undertaken Company

All yoursense of aesthetics, allyourfeel 
for poetry, all your concern for literature will 
go away I hope in Upendra’s regime it may 
not happen that we will have Kalidasas 
famous Shakuntala The scene comes where 
Dushayanta says "How bea jtifu l you look in 
this dress, Shakuntala ” Stop This pro
gramme is sponsored by Vimal Dresses. 
This is what is going to happen Therefore, 
there is a danger that this powerful media 
can be very quickly and effectively misused 
and abused by private companies, multi
nationals and so on Therefore, we must 
guard against ill-affectsof Doordarshan which 
have been mentioned Leave aside foreign
ers, there is our own Nikhil Chakravorty’s 
report or Joshi Committee's report

There is already a large numberof young 
men with new aspirations in rural areas 
When they watch on TV it is going to have a 
certain effect on them It is a potentially 
powerful media, potentially explosive me
dia Therefore, all caution was necessary in 
bringing this Bill so that there will be inbuilt 
safeguards against these dangers of what
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might happen to Doordarshan with the influ
ence of outsiders or even private enterprises 
within the country. Therefore, it was very 
necessary that Parliament should have cer
tain amount of oontrol. Even the political 
executive must have certain amount of 
control.

Today the situation of BBC is that in the 
month of July, 100 British MPs have given a 
notice for a motion in the next session for 
controlling BBC because they have realised 
what kind of autonomy BBC has and what ill- 
effects it has on the British population. It has 
affected the quality of public life.

Now if the object ot TV or Radio is to 
entertain, inform and to educate, is that the 
kind of education we want? That is the prob
lem. Therefore, I said at the outset that the 
text must be read in the context of certain 
basic issues. And these are the basic issues.

DR. BIPLAB DASGUPTA (Calcutta 
South): Are you asking for control?

SHRI V.N. GADGIL: I am asking for 
Parliamentary control.

After a complaint is made, certain pro
cedure will follow, (twill go again to the Board 
of Governors. After that, nothing. What hap
pens we do not know. Parliament does not 
sit in January, June and October. For an
other three months, it is partly in session. 
Supposing, something happens in Decem
ber. I make a complaint. The enquiry may go 
on. And the Parliament session may not be 
very soon. By the time it comes before Par
liament it will be totally irrelevant.

Therefore, it is necessary to make it 
obligatory on Doordarshan that any such 
decision m ust be announced by Doordarshan 
and radio whatever the findings are. Sir, 
there is a particular clause which, to my 
mind, is obnoxious and which makes a 
mockery of autonomy. Clause 22 (2) says, 
apart from directions,

“ Where the Corporation makes a 
broadcast in pursuance of the direc
tion issued under sub— section (1, the 
factthatsuch broadcast has been made 
in pursuance of direction may also be 
announced along with such broadcast."

So far it is very good. But, the next words 
are important. " If the Corporation so de
sires.” If the Corporation does not desire, we 
will never know what kind of direction was 
given by the Government and this is sup
posed to be a concept of autonomy.

Then, Sir, amendment has been given 
just now. The said amendment is:

2 (A )" The term of office of an elected 
Member shall be two years."

In the cas*of others, it is six years; in the 
case of elected Members it is 2 years. Is this 
consistent with over—seeing by Parliament, 
that elected represented get only two years, 
where as the other gets six years.

Then a point has already been made 
abou: the assets. I need not repeat it and 
where they should be, in whom they should 
vest. That also is a provision inconsistent 
with the concept of autonomy if it is a genuine 
autonomy.

The last point I want to make is about 
Parliament. All these provisions make it clear 
that Parliament will not have suff icient super
vision from the point of peoples’ right over 
the media. (Interruptions)

[ Translation]

SHRI KESHARI LAL (Ghatampur): Mr. 
Deputy Speaker, Sir, I have a point of order. 
Sir, we have just now received amendments 
to the Prasar Bharati Bill, which are all in 
English. We want that these should be sup
plied us in Hindi also. (Interruptions)

[English]

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: This is very 
improper for the Member to do so.
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(Interruptions)

SHRI V N GADGIL Sir, I am making 
the final point This proposed Corporation 
must not be treated like any other public 
undertaking This has a special place in the 
polity, in the social life of this country, and, 
therefore, Parliamentary exercise of control 
or supervision or whatever word you want to 
use, must be if not a daily affair, it must be a 
frequent affair Discussing Annual Report 
once in a year will not suffice because it is 
said, A people which holds its freely elected 
representatives in contempt has taken the 
first step towards rejecting free institutions I 
will paraphrase and say It is one thing to look 
at Lok Sabha with a cool, comprehending 
and sometimes cynical eye ft is quite an
other to belittle Lok Sabha This Bill is seek
ing to belittle Lok Sabha and vest powers in 
some people, chosen by the Government 
and what happens to such people, we all 
Know Therefore, Parliament is and must 
remain the centre of political gratity of the 
nation and this Bill lacks that provision 
Tnerefore, I am opposing it

N~̂ H R I  P NARSA REDDY (Adilabad) 
Mr Deputy Speaker, Sir, much of the points 
that I wanted to raise have been covered by 
the hon Members I wish to invite the atten
tion of this hon House to the fact that most 
of the hon Members of the opposition have 
been very keen to see that Akashwani and 
Doordarshan would not be under the Gov
ernment’s control The reason is they think 
that the present Opposition Party, while in 
power, had tried to misuse it I would like to 
ask the hon Minister for Information and 
Broadcasting that in what manner he has 
conferred autonomy on this media through 
the Bill which he has brought before the 
Parliament Sir, I would like to invite your 
attention to two basic facts One basic fact is 
that the appointment of the Chairman and 
the Governors of Prasar Bharati will be by 
nomination by a Committee that is to be 
appointed In our Parliamentary democracy, 
we know how the President makes nomina
tions Yesterday my friend Mr Deshmukh 
had elaborated this point that the nomina
tion, which has been anvisaged in clause 4,

cannot be Independent The Government 
cannot say that it is conferring autonomy and 
that it has no concern whatsoever, with the 
members when the nominations are made, 
because it is only the President who will 
nominate as per +he recommendations of a 
committee in which two members are those 
who have allegiance to the Government 
The second basic fact is that another most 
important body proposed in the Bill is the 
Council, which has been said to be all pow
erful to oversee what all the media does If 
Clause 13 is looked into, it is said that the 
President shall nominate the members in 
consultation with the Chairman, and that 
Chairman will be a person who would be 
nominated by him As our colleague and 
senior Member, Shri Gadgil has said, what 
are the powers of this Council7 This Council 
has no teeth at all

Clause 14 says that the persons who 
feel thatthey have certain grievances against 
a certain programme will submit their griev
ance to a Council, which has practically no 
powers at all to deal with them, except that it 
would be considered and the Chairman would 
respond ana give reply to those who have 
submitted the grievances So, here it would 
be seen tnat the Governors also will not be 
able to help the media So, the Government 
will be actually controlling not only the body 
consisting of the Chairman and the Gover
nors but also the members of the Council, in 
order to see that the media is misused I 
would respectfully submit that these two 
basic facts would shows that the Govern
ment will still have a stranglehold on the 
formation of the important bodies The 
Council, which is said to be a body which is 
going to oversee the programmes, is practi 
cally without any powers and, therefore, it 
would be a misnomer for the Government to 
say that it is conferring autonomy It is only 
trying to seek an alibi by creating a body 
which would always try to see that the Gov
ernment programmes are always put on T V 
and Radio Congress at least had the cour
age to say that they were running the T V 
and the Radio But here is a Government 
which will only try to seek an alibi and try to 
have their praise on the TV and the Radio
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and say that it is an autonomous body which 
is saying about our programmes and we 
have got no hand in it. It is only a ploy this 
Government to see that they would not only 
get their programmes in this powerful media 
but they will also use it for any purpose 
whatever they like. Yesterday, Mr. Yadav 
was very rightly pointing out that it does not 
show the basic tenets of the Preamble of our 
Constitution, that is, secular, socialist and 
democratic nation. An atmosphere has to be 
created by this powerful media. Those as
pects have not been brought under Clause 
12. Those are very important facets which 
they will have to consider. Apart from this, if 
there is misbehaviors on the part of the 
Chairman or the Governor, the President will 
further refer it to the Supreme Court, and on 
the advice of the Supreme Court, he will take 
action. At least I would suggest that it would 
be the duty of the Parliament, a Parliament 
which has 2/3rd majority can sit in judgement 
over the action of the Chairman who would 
misuse the power rather than we say that it 
is only the judge who could look into this 
matter.

Sir, about the financial matters, I have 
two suggestions to make. One is that under 
Clause 2 of the Bill it is said that the Govern
ment will provide equity or loans and give 
some licence fee. That is not sufficient. I 
want to add two paragraphs here. I would 
suggest that whatever excise duty the Gov
ernment gets from the TV and Radio pro
grammes, it should be given to the Prasar 
Bharati, if at all it is to be autonomous. It must 
be made self-sufficient and it should have 
sufficient money to run the organisation rather 
than look forthe doles from the Government

out of turn without sub-titles. This only shows 
how they are partial. Another example is that 
there was a musical performance here to 
collect funds to the tune of one crore of 
rupees for the welfare of the cyclone hit 
people in Andhra Pradesh recently. There 
the TV people covered the programme but 
they had shown only the President of India 
but did not show, the picture of Andhra Chief 
Minister who was also with the President of 
India in the same programme. Sir, yesterday 
Shri Kusuma Krishnamurthy, the hon. 
Member of Parliament, belonging to the 
Scheduled Caste prosided over a function in 
which Shri P. Upendra, Minister of Parlia
mentary Affairs was present. The hon. Min
ister’s picture was shown in the TV but the 
picture of Shri Kusuma Krishnamurthy was 
not shown in the TV. Sir, it clearly shown their 
partiality and they always claim that they are 
for the weaker sections. Therefore, the hope 
of genuine autonomy which this Govern
ment is contemplating in the Object and 
Reasons car.not be fulfilled without a deter
mined effort of the Government. The Gov
ernment must come forward with a deter
mined effort towards that end. In the last 
eight months they have not been able to 
control the TV and had never shown the 
determination of impartiality. Thank you.

[ Translation\
1 c I/O

SHRI DASAI CHOVtfDHARY (RoseraV. 
Mr. Oeputy, Speaker, Sir, in regard to the 
Prasar Bharati Bill I would like to submit that 
the Government has not only done a com
mendable job in introducing this Bill in the 
House but also fulfilled the promises made 
by the National Frcnt in its election mani
festo. Even earlier autonomy of media has 
been frequently discussed.

I would lastly submit that the Govern
ment only intends, feels and hopes that it 
should be genuinely autonomous. My sub
mission is that this Government had always, 
during the last 8 months, tried to utilise the 
media for their own benefits. One concrete 
example I would like to give in this connec
tion. The film ofthe National Front Chairman, 
Shri N.T. Rama Rao, was screened on TV,

17.00 hrs.

and at an earlier occasion before the begin
ning of this session when the Minister of 
Information and Broadcasting Shri P. Upen
dra introduced this Bill, it had invited a lot of 
criticism. In view of this, our Government 
decided to hold meetings and have a country 
wide discussion and invite suggestions from
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the general public before a Bill to that effect 
is passed. Therefore, in regard to the so 
called possible misuses, I do not want 1o 
level charges against anybody. However, I 
would like to remind you that at the time 
when general elections of Lok Sabha were 
being held in the country, one TV set was 
placed in every district head*quarteron which 
the speech of the then Prime Minister was 
telecast day and night and that speech was 
nothing more than a request to the public to 
cast vote in favour of the Congress Party. 
Radio and television have been constantly 
misused in this country, so it has caused 
anxiety in the minds of the people. Keeping 
this fact in view the National Front govern
ment has come out with this Prasar Bharati 
Bill in the house to give autonomy to Aka- 
shvani and Doordarshan.

It has been the major lapse of radio and 
television that no programme is telecast or 
broadcast for the upliftment and develop
ment of the 80 percent of our people living in 
the rural areas. That is why the people of 
rural areas, no matter how much talented 
they are, have been neglected. So the tal
ented persons, brilliant students and similar 
other persons should be given opportunities 
to show their capability on the electronic 
media.

The Parliament is still in session. People 
of our country are very eager to listen and 
watch Parliament News. At places where 
news-perer are not available, they listen and 
watch verious programmes and Parliament 
News on radio and television. The time allo
cated for Parliament News is merely ten 
minutes. I would, therefore, like to make a 
submission that as soon as the time of Hindi 
News bulletin is over. Parliament News 
should start and the time allocated for it 
should be at least half an hour.

I would also like to submit that clause 14 
of the Bill provides for the establishment of a 
Broadcasting council. A number of hon. 
Members have referred to it. Now, I would 
like to make a submission to the hon. Minis
ter and the Government that this Bill seeks to 
make a provision that the Broadcasting

council shall receive and consider all the 
complaints in regard to the radio and Door
darshan. In regard to the corrupt practices in 
Doordarshan I would like to draw the atten
tion of the hon. Minister to the fact that the 
serials being telecast on Doordarshan these 
days...

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Don’t do like 
that. We are already very short of time.

SHRI DASAICHOWDHARY: Whenever 
I speak you, interrupt me and don’t let me 
speak. I am speaking only within the time 
allocated to my party.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: I won’t let 
you speak even in this manner. Whenever 
you make good points, I permit you.

[English]

Please don’t discuss like that. Come to 
the Bill.

[ Translation]

SHRI DASAI CHOWDHARY: I would 
like to bring it to your notice that now-a-days 
T. V. serials are being approved for an amount 
of five lakh rupees. For this purpose there 
should be a committee comprising the 
Members of the House to keep a strict watch 
on the corrupt practices prevalent in radio 
and Doordarshan.

Lastly, I would like to submit that even in 
provisions made under clause 18 of the Bill 
in respect of the funds and receipts and 
expenditure of the corporation are quite 
unambiguous. It has not been clarified therein 
as to who will keep the account of expendi
ture and who will be responsible for the 
irregularities, if any, committed in this re
gard. All these things should be clearly pro
vided in the Bill.

Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, in the end, 
keeping your wish in mind I would like to 
submit to the Member of opposition that for 
all these years they have exploited the people 
of this country through the media of radio
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and Doordarshan and have thus treated 
them with injustice. But now they should 
support the Bill so as to be absolved of their 
sins they have committed by way of such 
excesses. With these words I support the 
Bill.

AN HON. MEMBER' I would urge the 
hon. Minister that before he speaks, he may 
kindly provide a Hindi copy of the Bill.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Has the Hindi 
version of the Bill been provided’

SHRI HARI KEWAL PRASAD (Salem- 
pur). We have received the English Version 
of it and not the Hindi Version

MR DEPUTY SPEAKER What are you 
talking about’  You are referring to the 
Amendment or the Bill’

AN HON. MEMBER To the Amend
ment

MANY HON MEMBERS First the 
copies of Hindi Version should be made 
available to us and only then the hon. Minis
ter should speak. (Interruptions)

SHRI VASANTSATHE (Wardha): I have 
a point of order It is absolutely correct that 
from the very beginning we have been as
sisting and coopwrating with the Govern
ment. I am glad to see that most of the 
amendments moved by our party members 
and Members from the other side have been 
accepted Therefore, we want that if some 
other amendments alongwith these amend
ments are accepted, then this Bill can be 
passed unanimously but there are as many 
as 64 amendments

b %  Rl P UPENDRA: Which are those, 
*!ire they consequential amendments or other 
than those’

SHRI VASANT SATHE: To some ex
tent they are new. If you yourself want that 
the Members of your party may neither get

the Hindi copies nor read nor understand it, 
then I have no objection. You may ask the 
Members of your party. On our side, majority 
of the Members know and understand Eng
lish. Of course, they do not understand Hindi 
However, I agree that Hindi copies should be 
made available... . (Interruptions) As a 
rule, Hindi copes should be provided I fully 
agree that priority should have been given to 
the availability of Hindi copies.

(Interruptions)

[English]

SHRI P UPENDRA Sir, I apoligise to 
the hon Members for the delay in supplying 
Hindi copies As the Members know, nego
tiations have been going on continuously till 
the last minute and we have arrived at a 
consensus Hindi translation has been done, 
but the copies are being made Most of them 
are consequential amendments The change 
of name itself comes in 30 or 32 amend
ments Therefore, I do not think these are 
new amendments

[ Translation]

SHRI KAPIL DEV SHASTRI (Sonipat) 
Mr Deputy Speaker, Sir great injustice has 
been done to us I exercise restraint in speech 
It is deliberate that we are deprived of the 
opportunity to speak. In regard to the Hindi 
copies, I would like to submit that not a single 
Hindi paper is kept in the library Not a single 
copy of all those documents, which are laid 
on the table of the House, is kept in the 
library To find them we have to face a lot of 
inconvemece on that account Same is the 
situation in respect of the papers which are 
distributed here We are not going to bear 
this injustice any more

MR DEPUTYSPEAKER Iwouldliketo 
inform all the hon Members of the House 
that Hindi and English copies of all the pa
pers, documents or books laid on the table of 
the House are also kept in the library. If at all 
any book has not been provided in the library 
it will be provided there. Both Hindi and 
English copies of the Prasar Bharati Bill have
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been provided here. However, it may be 
possiblethat Hindi Translation of the amend
ments and other suggestions is not ready. 
Separate copy of each is prepared. I am 
confident that by the time the hon. Minister 
delivers his speech, Hindi copies of amend
ments etc. will be supplied to the Members. 
If they are not available even by that time, I 
will look into it as to why it happened.

(Interruptions)

[English]

SOME HON. MEMBER: What about 
regional languages?

SHRI NIRMAL KANTI CHATTERJEE 
(Dum Dum): It is truethatthere are Members 
who do not understand English but under
stand Hindi only. Diglot is there to take care 
of this. But is also true that there are Mem
bers who do not understand either Hindi or 
English. I, therefore, requestthat Parliament 
should look into this kind of problem and will 
see that such complaints do not arise in 
future and translation of documents and 
papers in all the regional languages should 
be made available to the Members.

[ Translation]

‘ SHRI R. JEEVARATHINAM (Ar- 
akkonam): In the Lok Sabha Library, there 
are no important Tamil magazines and Jour
nals available. The Tamil Newspapers pub
lished from Tamil Nadu are not available 
daily. Regarding Budget papers, we are not 
able to understand anything. There should 
be some arrangement for bringing out the 
Budget papers in Tamil language also. 
Moreover, when we speak in Parliament, in 
Tamil, there should be a full-fledged Inter
preter to interpret our speeches simultane
ously in English and Hindi. At the same time, 
when English speech is going on in the 
House, it should be interpreted in Tamil also, 
simultaneously.

“ SHRI A. CHARLES (Trivandrum): Mr. 
Deputy Speaker, Sir, we had demanded in 
this House that a rule should be made for 
translating all the proceedings into Regional 
Langues. Now that the question about Re
gional Languages has been raised, I de
mand that arrangements may be made for 
translating the proceedings of the House as 
well as the papers, documents etc. into 
Malayalam also.

[English]

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: The Mem
bers in the House are rest assured that 
whatever is required to be done according to 
the Constitution will be done.

SHRI P. UPENDRA: Mr. Deputy 
Speaker, Sir, at the outset, I would like to 
thank all the hon. Members who participated 
in this debate and offered their valuable 
suggestions. I particularly thank my illustri
ous predecessors, Mr. L.K. Advani, Mr. 
VasantSathe, Mr. Krishna Kumar, Mr. Gadgil 
and other friends who with their wide expe
rience offered valuable suggestions on the 
Bill.

During the last two or three days, we 
have had extensive discussion among the 
Parties to arrive at a consensus on this 
historic Bill. It is such a Bill which requires 
maximum amount of consensus and under
standing among the Parties. This is not a Bill 
whose concept will remain only for today, ft 
is for ever, for the future so that every Party 
should be committed to the concept of au
tonomy.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Lest you are 
disturbed, if I dc not suggest this. There is 
half-an-hour discussion today at 5.30 p.m. I 
propose to postpone it to tomorrow so that 
we can continue this discussion.

SHRI P. UPENDRA: Though the Gov
ernment proposed the Bill in December,

‘ Translation of the Speech Originally delivered in Tamil. 
“ Translation of the speech originally delvered in Malayalam.
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[Sh. P. Upendra] demand for restoring the credibility of the 
media...

1989 and brought some amendments in the 
Budget Session and again introduced some 
more amendments in this Session, we did 
not want to stand on prestige or be particular 
that all the Government's proposals should 
be accepted. We tried our best to arrive at a 
consensus and I am happy I am able to 
convince even Shri Vasant Sathe who started 
his speech with an observation that he 
prposed the Bill and that is really a happy 
augury.

PROF. P.J. KURIEN (Mavelikara): He 
opposed the Bill.

SHRI P. UPENDRA: It is a happy au
gury for the concept of autonomy and for the 
Prasar Bharati. You know the role of the 
media in our nation’s life and I need not 
elaborate on that. We started with just six 
radio stations at the time of independence 
and today there are more than 100 radio 
stations in the country and the number is 
going to become 200 very shortly and though 
the Doordarshan started very late, today we 
have about 540 transmitters at various 
centres and some more are going to be 
opened in the 0th Plan and a large number of 
studios and other production generating 
facilities are being created. There area large 
number of demands every day from ali parts 
of the country, form Members of Parliament, 
and others for opening more and more radio 
stations and relay centres in their respective 
areas. Today the radio covers 97% of the 
population and the Doordarshan about 80% 
and this is a remarkable progress for any 
media.

SHRI P. CHIDAMBARAM: That includes 
the progress made during the Congress 
regime.

SHRI P. UPENDRA: I am not denying 
that. We should not be satisfied with the 
expansion of this media. The credibility of 
the media is the life for any organisation and 
we have to see that this credibility is main
tained and it is only in this context of the

SHRI INDER JIT: Not maintained, cre
ated.

SHRI P. UPENDRA: O. K. Created and 
maintained. I accept the amendment. It is in 
the interest of this important Body that this 
demand for autonomous corporation has 
come.

A number of committees had gone into 
this, as Shri L.K. Advani has rightly pointed 
out. Shri L.K. Advani had introduced this Bill 
in the same name during the last Janata rule. 
It could have been passed at that time. In the 
manifesto ofthe National Front, we made the 
pledge that as soon as we come to power, 
one of thef irst acts of this Government would 
be to free the media from the control of the 
Government and I am very happy that I have 
got the good fortune of fulfilling that pledge 
through piloting the Bill in this session.

There has been extensive discussion 
on this Bill throughout the country. I am really 
flattered by that. Hundreds of seminars were 
organised allcverthecountry. A large number 
of people participated in them, intellectuals, 
people with legal acumen, media men and 
also other people have participated in these 
discussions and I have received thousands 
of letters with valuable suggestions. These 
have been processed and have been incor
porated as for as possible through amend
ments in the Bill.

Therefore, I do not think there is any 
need for referring this Bill to a Select Com
mittee. I do not agree with my hon. friend Mr. 
Inder jit that the Bill should be referred to 
select committee. That will only delay the 
matter. I would request him to withdraw his 
request. If he has tabled an amendment, that 
should be withdrawn also.

Sir, now there is a consensus on most of the 
amendments. The Congress Party also has 
agreed to a number of things. We have 
agreed to a number of things. The other 
parties, the Left Parties, the BJP also have
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given notices of so many amendments and 
most of them have been incorporated in the 
amendments circulated today.

The main principles of this Bill are to 
create a organisation well equipped in terms 
of material and human resources and also 
equip it in such a manner as it can function 
independently and free from any pressure. It 
should also function in an environment which 
encourages professionalism and objectivity. 
As. Mr. Chitta Basu has rightly pointed out, 
the autonomy has to be exercised with re
sponsibility. This Corporation has to be 
accountable to the parliament and to the 
people of India. What we are envisaging is 
only freeing it from the control of the Govern
ment. That does not mean that will be free 
from any accountability. Therefore, we have 
taken care to see that his Prasar Bharati will 
be accountable to the Parliament of India, 
and to the people of India... (Interruptions) I 
would like to emphasise here one more point 
that this Bill is not a copy of any system any 
were >n the worid-whether it is the BBC or 
the Australian Service or the systems in the 
Unitea States and all that. We have evolved 
a model of our own suited to the Indian 
conditions. Really, it should be like that and 
that has been attempted.

I would like to come, one by one, to the 
points raised by the hon. Members here. 
First, it is regarding the Board of Governors, 
as it was originaiiy provided. Now there was 
a suggestion that this term of Governor is not 
appropriate and it should be changed be
cause there is a constitutional functionary of 
Governor in the States; there is the Governor 
of the Reserve Bank. Therefore, they said 
that this term ‘Governor’ should be changed. 
We have agreed to that. The amendment 
now says that it should be called the Prasar 
Bharati Board and the Members are to be 
called Members of the Prasar Bharati Board 
and the Executive Governor will be called 
the Executive Member of the Prasar Bharati 
Board.

SHRI VASANT SATHE: Very good. 
(Interruptions)

SHRI P. UPENDRA: The Board will 
consist of different types of Members. There 
will be the full-time Members.. .three of them, 
including the Executive Member. There is a 
Member in-charge of Finance, a Member in
charge of Personnel. So, these three will be 
the full time Members and once they are 
selected and join the Corporation, they will 
form part of the Corporation; they will be
come employees of the Corporation. That 
also, we have provided for.

Then, another amendment says that 
the Director-General of Doordarshan and 
the Director-Generalof All-India Radio should 
also be the ex-officio Members of the Prasar 
Bharati Board. That is a justifiable sugges
tion because those who run the organisation 
should also take part in the policy-making 
matters also. Therefore, we have agreed to 
that suggestion. This was there earlier also. 
But at that time our thinking was to have a 
two-tier system there-a completely policy 
making body, a Board and a Managing Body. 
We did not want to mix it. But now I see the 
reason that those who run this organisation, 
gain experience in this organisation should 
also be the part of the management. There
fore, we have incorporated the suggestion 
that the two Directors-General-Doordarshan 
and All-India Radio-should also be Mem
bers. An epoch-making beginning we are 
making in this regard. We have introduced in 
the Parliament a Bill for the workers partici
pation in the management. That Bill is yet to 
be passed by the Parliament. But we are 
committed to the concept. I compliance with 
that and the suggestions received from the 
hon. Members particularly from the Left 
Parties and supported by others, we have 
given an amendment providing for two work
ers 'representatives to be elected to the 
Board. There are two distinct categories of 
employees there those who belong to engi
neering cadre and those to non-engineering 
cadre. We thought that there will be equi
table distribution of the two posts between 
the two categories of employees-one will be 
from the engineering staff and another will 
be non-engineering and other staff. With 
this, the number of the Members on the 
Board w\\\ go up to fifteen instead of eleven.
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three people also from various fields.[Sh. P. Upendra]

Out of these 15, there will be seven part time 
people including the Chairman and six part 
time Members. We had originally provided in 
the Bill that the Chairman will also be a full 
time Chairman. That was the original pro
posal. But now. after re—thinking, we thought 
that between the full time Chairman and full 
time Members, there may be clash of inter
est and work might suffer. Moreover, the 
eminent publicman who we thought should 
head the Corporation as Chairman may not 
be able to devote full time in sitting there 
everyday as Chairman. Now the amend
ment says that the Chairman will be a part 
time Chairman. Also there are six part time 
Members. One third of them will retire two 
years. Two of them will retire after two years 
and another two after four years and like 
that. New people will come in their place. 
The idea of putting these six part-time 
Members is to enlist the services of eminent 
people from different walks of life particularly 
relating to those subjects dealt with by the 
media like education, agriculture and rural 
development, women and child welfare, films, 
fine arts etc, etc. Whatever subjects are 
being dealt with by the media, I think, at least 
oneMembershould representthat particular 
faculty. That is why, we provided for six 
Members. One-third of them will retire every 
two years. There is no age limit for these 
people. We have put 62 years as the retire
ment age to three full-time people. Hon. 
Members have differed on that point. The 
reason for providing this is that we can take 
people not only from the service but we can 
also take people from other fields. For ex
ample, for executive Members for Member 
(Finance), or Member (Personnel), any of 
them can be from any private sector or he 
can be a publicman and experienced in that 
particular field. We thought the higher age 
limit will give us a scope to attract better 
people. Otherwise, if you restrict it to 58 
years, probably the tendency will be to take 
somebody from the service or one of the 
organised services. That is not our intention. 
Therefore, I would request the Members to 
consider this also, to keep it that way so that 
we can have a wide choice to select these

SHRI VASANTSATHE: I would say we 
will agree provided you give the same facility 
to the employees. All employees must be on 
par. Do not discriminate. When DG and all 
other employees will retire at 58... (Interrup
tions)

SHRI P. UPENDRA: We are taking these 
three people for a fixed period of six years. 
They will not be permanent employees. Once 
they cease to be the Members, they will go 
away. We cannot equate them with employ
ees of the Corporation. There must be some 
difference between the people who are— 
recruited from outside and those who go 
awayaftertheirsixyearterm. Therefore, Ido 
not think, there is anything wrong in provid
ing that.

SHRI SOMNATH CHATTERJEE. Oth
erwise you will not get good people.

SHRI P. UPENDRA: Even now, if you 
are to take a man who will retire at the age of 
58, you will have to take him at the age of 56. 
We have to consider that. Therefore, I ap
peal to the hon. Members not to insist on any 
change in this thing.

As regards the removal of the Members 
of the Board, we have made it very difficult. 
The Members of the Board cannot be re
moved by anybody, including the Govern
ment. Jn case of misbehaviors or misde
meanour, a report was to be sent to the 
Supreme Court and only on the advice of the 
Chief Justice of the Supreme Cou-t, a 
Member or the Chairman can be removed. 
We have made it so difficult, so that an 
executive cannot interfere in this matter.

There are many charges and many 
suggestions also that it should be insulated 
from the control of the Govt, for ever. There 
is no reason for this apprehension because 
all precautions have been taken to see that 
the Prasar Bharati is fully insulated from any 
day-to-day interference from the Govern
ment, except that it is under the control of the 
Parliament. Beyond that we have not pro
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vided for anything for any day-to-day control 
of the Government

Clause 12 which gives the Charter of 
the Prasar Bharati mentions all the objec
tives of the Corporation It will have to func
tion in th^ national interest, its programmes 
will have to be relevant socially, economi
cally and in the national interest Therefore 
there i<? no apprehension One of the hon 
Member has suggested, particularly Mr 
Krishna Kumar mentioned that they may 
dilute the socio-economic programmes and 
go commercial I will come to that later to say 
how we are trying to restrict that also The 
objectives clearly specify on what subjects 
they have +o deal and what programmes 
they nave to deal with I dont think there is 
any scope for them to go beyond these 
things

C'aj s s  22 has received a lot of attentior 
m the discussions and seminars Clause 22 
provides for directions to be issued by the 
Government ir exceptional circumstances 
in the interest of the nation s unity, security 
and maintenance of public order This is very 
essential because circumstances might arise 
when some restraint has to be shown by the 
corporation m the interest of the nation s 
unity and security Therefore we have pro
vided for that That is very rare Also every 
directive issued under this clause has to be 
in writing No oral directives can be given 
Copies of all those directives will be placed 
before the Parliament— if it is in session 
immediately and if it is not in session on the 
first day of the next session Therefore that 
also is kept in mind against any arbitrary 
directives being issued by the Government

We have also introduced one amend
ment making it obligatory on the part of the 
Corporation to supply information as asked 
by the Government not for its own sake, but 
for passing on to the Parliament because 
there may be questions tomorrow on the 
Prasar Bharati’s general functioning and 
there will be discussions in this and the other 
House on the Annual Report to be submitted 
by the Prasar Bharati Corporation There is 
a Parliamentary Commrttee also which I will

referto later Forthat purpose some informa
tion will have to be supplied Therefore we 
made it obligatory on the part of the Corpo
ration to supply information as asked for by 
the Government We have provided forthat 
When a direction is issued to the Corporation 
to broadcast a particular programme, or not 
to broadcast either way, they are free to 
mention while broadcasting that this broad
cast is being made on the directions of the 
Government of India They can say that if 
they want That choice has been left to the 
Corporation

A question has been raised on the two 
obligations put on the Corporation, one is to 
follow the directives given by the Govern 
men’ under Clause 22 and the other to 
supply information as provided under Clause 
22 (a) Suppose at any future date some 
recalc trant Board refuses to heed these 
things and follow these directions or refuses 
to supply information, the Parliament of India 
cannot be helpless Therefore we have pro
vided for that, that in such case a report will 
be placed before the two Houses of Parlia
ment that we asked for this information or we 
have issued these directions which have not 
been heeded this is the situation and we 
have lett the matterto the Parliament of India 
to decide as to what further course of action 
they have to take, including if necessary, the 
supersession of the Board by the President 
on the recommendations of the Parliament 
We have also eliminated the role of the 
execut've there Of course, the action will 
have to be taken by the executive after all, 
afterthe Parliament considers anddiscusses 
the matter Therefore, this is another safe
guard we have provided against any arbi 
trary supersession of the board by the ex
ecutive

I had a very interesting discussion with 
Mr Vasant Sathe and others And we could 
not arrive at a consensus on this point He 
has also tabled an amendment which, I 
hope, he would withdraw at the end That is 
in relation to the assets of the Corporation 
His suggestion is that the assets should 
remain with the Government and should be 
given to the Corporation on lease Sir, you
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[Sh. P. Upendra]

are creating an autonomous organisation for 
performing an important public, duty. To
morrow, if they feel that the chairs, they sit 
on, belong to the Government, and if every
thing has to come from the Government, and 
if the maintenance also has to be done by the 
Government, I do not know what type of 
autonomy they will enjoy then. I do not think 
it will be appreciated by the people. You 
have to trust. The suggestion is, you give 
them on one-rupee licence fee. Even then, 
you are handing over all the assets. When 
you are giving them one rupee, the assets 
will be under their physical control. It is not 
that you are keeping them with you.

There is also a problem. Once you keep 
all the assets with you, you cannot transfer 
the thousands of engineering employees 
and the maintenance employees to the 
Corporation as their employees keeping the 
assets with you. How can it be? When the 
assets are with them, the employees cannot 
be elsewhere to maintain them. That is an 
incongruous situation. It will lead to an un
necessary complication. We have to trust 
them. After all, you have to put so many 
safeguards. We are going to have a parlia
mentary committee to oversee its function
ing. We are putting the Doordarshan Direc
tor-General there in the board of manage
ment. We are having all sorts of remotest 
controls from the Parliament and all that. 
Why can’t you trust them? Why do you 
imagine that the Prasar Bharati Board will 
sell away these assets? I do not think so. It 
has no basis for this apprehension. I think, 
we should give this Corporation the dignity 
which it requires. Do not take away the 
dignity of the Corporation and make it a 
lifeless thing there. I do not think this is done. 
(Interruptions) Whom are we giving? There 
is no precedent in this country that when a 
corporation has been created, the assets 
have been kept by the Government and the 
corporation created whether it is the Ma- 
hanagar Telephone Nigam or the Steel 
Authority of India, whatever it is. In all cases, 
the assets have been transferred and we will 
not agree. This amendment is not proper.

SHRI A.K. ROY (Dhanbad): Even in the 
public sector corporations, 99 percent of the 
ownership is held by the President and one 
percent by the Secretary. Even there, the 
assets belong to the Government. How does 
the question of assets belonging to some 
corporation come?

SHRI P. UPENDRA: We have exactly 
followed the procedure as was adopted when 
we created the Mahanagar Telephone Ni
gam and other public sector corporations. 
There is no reason to go beyond that.

A reference was made to the BBC. In 
the BBC also, all the assets are owned by the 
BBC except those outside their country. 
(Interruptions)

[Translation]

SHRI VASANTSATHE: Would you hand 
over the entire country to the capitalists. 
(Interruptions)

[English]

SHRI P. UPENDRA: The external serv
ices and external assets only are owned by 
the Government and not otherwise. More
over, I have aonther appeal to Mr. Sathe 
also. We are making a beginning today. 
(Interruptions) This is not the end of the 
legislation. If the Parliament feels that cer
tain restrictions have been placed or some
thing has to be done and if you are to amend 
the Act, you can also do that.

SHRI A.K. ROY: The President repre
sents the whole Nation. That is why, in every 
public undertaking, there is one memoran
dum of association, and one article of asso
ciation. Two things are there. There it is said 
that 99 percent of the assets will belong to 
the President and one percent to the Secre
tary. That means, whatever may be the 
Board, they can use it but they cannot sell it 
or destroy it or cannot manipulate on that. 
Therefore, what is y«ur reaction ftn this 
point?... (Interruptions) .. .  After all, he can
not impose duty. That is one thing. I would 
like to say that the entire Bill as if they have
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got from the BBC including the 12 Govern
ment part. And you have said that you are 
independent on everything. Line by line is 
nothing but a copy of the BBC and you say 
that you are independent. There is no origi
nal thinking in your Bill. But that is apart. 
What is your answer to this point of owner
ship? I propose that the assets of this Corpo
ration should belong to the President by 99 
percent and one percent should go to the 
Secretary. But the Broad will handle it and 
use it.

SHRI P. UPENDRA: As regards the 
funds from the Government, we have al
ready provided the system under Clause 9 
as to how the funds will be given to the 
Corporation. The Corporation will give an 
annual estimate of its expected income and 
expenditure and whatever be the deficit will 
be given by the Government minus the 
advertisements revenue they get. The money 
required by the Corporation will be voted by 
the Parliament. Somefriends have suggested 
that there may be a tendency to earn more 
through commercial advertisements and that 
commercialisation has entered there. The 
temptation to earn more through advertise
ments may be there. Therefore, we have 
placed an amendment today authorising the 
Government to prescribe the maximum 
percentage of advertisements in the total 
time used by the Corporation. So, that 
amendment is also there... (Interruptions) 
...The provision, both in therms of money 
and time to be taken for advertisements, has 
been provided. Sir, there is one Parliamen
tary Committee for which we have brought 
out an amendment.

SHRI S. KRISHNA KUMAR (Quilon): 
Sir, I would like to make a query about the 
ownership, while saying that the assets will 
be owned by the Corporation itself, what is 
the Minister’s reaction to the question as to 
whether the Government will be owning the 
shares or the Corporation will own, as in 
other public sector undertakings? (Interrup
tions)

SEVERAL HON. MEMBERS: There are 
no shares.

SHRI S. KRISHNA KUMAR; What is the 
safeguard then?

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: I suggestthat 
many Members have raised this point. This 
is a legal point involved. The Minister may 
discuss the legal aspect when the amend
ments will be moved. The Minister can re
spond to it at *siat time. It is not necessary to 
respond now.

SHRI P. UPENDRA: Sir, we have con
sulted the legal authorities. There is no 
concept of equity participation in this Bill. 
There is nothing like that.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Mr. Upen- 
dra, I am giving scope at the time of moving 
the amendments.

SHRI P. UPENDRA: O.K.. Sir.

(Interruptions)

t Translation]

SHRI VASANT SATHE: Mr. Deputy 
Speaker, Sir, I would like to say through you 
that a small point has been left out. I am 
requesting you, it is good that consensus on 
all the important and basic issues has been 
achieved, but an important fact is that the 
Government is transforming all the assists to 
the corporation and it will also keep the 
commercial revenue with it. You should dis
cuss this point with your party members. I 
don’t want to bring party politics in this issue, 
but Government will be cheated as every
thing will go into the hands of capitalists. No 
such thing is done in any public sector. You 
should first think what you are doing. This 
way it will amount to it will privatisation of the 
corporation.

[English]

SHRI DEPUTY SPEAKER: This can be 
raised at the time of moving the amend
ments.
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SHRI P. UPENDRA: I have brought one 
more important amendment. I have provided 
for a Parliamentary Committee in the name 
ofthe Committee of Parliament on the Broad
casting Media to oversee the working of the 
Corporation with 15 Members from Lok 
Sabha and 7 Members from Rajya Sabha. 
That also is a very special committee in the 
sense that ordinarily if this is not provided the 
Corporation would have come under the 
purview of the Public Undertakings Commit
tee or some other Committee as Parliament 
is also existing. But while providing a special 
committee to oversee the functioning we 
have given a special status to this Corpora
tion and we have attached a lot of impor
tance to this also. In the Broadcasting Coun
cil, which is a conscience keeper of the 
Corporation, complaints will be received by 
the Broadcasting Council. If they violate the 
objectives of the Corporation or the com
plaint-: received from the individuals who are 
aggrieved by any unfair treatment from the 
media the Broadcasting Council will go into 
a!! these complaints, g:.’e its findings and 
those findings will go to the Prasar Bharati 
Board. If at all they do not accept it, they have 
to give in writing, record in writing that these 
are not being accepted. Broadcasting Coun
cil will submit an annual independent report 
to the Parliament speMir.g out what advice or 
what findings it nas given on a particular 
complaint and what v*as the action taken 
thereon by the Corporation.

SHRI INDER JIT What is the difficulty 
of providing that any stricture passed by the 
Broadcasting Council will have to be telecast 
or broadcast by the Prasar Bharati?

Speaker. There was some discussion about 
it as to whether or not the rules should be 
framed by the Speaker.

SHRI P. UPENDRA: Lok Sabha will 
provide the rules. We have also provided 
Regional Broadcasting Council attached to 
the Regional Kendras so that the complaints 
relating to the regional kendras also will be 
dealt with them. About the composition of 
these Kendras we will provide for the rules; 
Whether the State Government representa
tives or the MLAs will be represented, we 
have not decided so far. We leave it to the 
Broadcasting Council to lay down its won 
rules.

Many Members have mentioned about 
the role ofthe employees. I am very happy to 
say that we have very competent people to 
handle this media. We have got qualified 
people and given the opportunity they can do 
a good work. Many times we have seen 
whenever jobs are assigned to them they 
have done very excellently. In fact, we are 
also recognising their services. Recently we 
have created a new service; India Broad
casting Programme service. That is also 
being notified very shortly.

Before the Corporation Act will come 
into being, we are trying to sort out all out
standing staff problems so that we can hand 
over the institution on a clean slate to the 
Corporation without any outstanding staff 
problems there.

I have also mentioned earlier that a 
remedial clause has been put.

SHRI P. UPENDRA: We have already 
moved an amendment to that effect saying 
that these findings will be broadcast or tele
cast by the media.

SHRI NIRMAL KANT1 CHATTERJEE: 
Sir, who will provide for the rules of the 
functioning of this Joint Committee? If it is 
mentioned as it is then a Subordinate Legis
lation would be required and not by the

DR. ASIM BALA (Nabadwip): You as
sure that the persons who are already work
ing there should not be retrenched by the 
introduction of Prasar Bharati.

SHRI P. UPENDRA: Rules are very 
clear. They cannot retrench anybody. Who
ever want to come they will be taken. That is 
the rule we have spelt out in the Bill.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: It is there in 
the Bill.
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SHRI P. UPENDRA: There was an 
amendment by Mr. Chidambaram earlier, 
which he has now agreed to replace it by 
another which we have given, i.e. giving the 
power to the Central Government to give 
licences to private individuals or organisa
tions to start the Broadcasting services. Sir, 
I don’t think in the present context of the 
country, whether it is desirable to go in for 
such licenses to private individuals. These 
are competitive channels, completive serv
ices, completive organisations. Prospects 
may be good but who can afford today? The 
big industrialists, the multi-nationals can 
invest thousands of crores of rupees to start 
this thing and not the ordinary people or 
small organisations. Therefore, the protest 
he is making against the multi—nationals and 
the big industrialists will again come through 
this Amendment. Therefore, we do to accept 
that.

Another reason is also there. In the 
Telegraph Act of 1885, there is already a 
provision. If the Government wants, they can 
given permission to any recognised organi
sation. So, I am happy that he has withdrawn 
that Amendment also.

SHRI P. CHIDAMBARAM: 1 have not 
withdrawn it.

SHRI P. UPENDRA: Okay. He has 
agreed to replace it by another Amendment. 
Sir, as I mentioned earlier, this may not be 
the final shape of the Bill. This has come as 
a result of the consensus. It may not conform 
exactly to our thinking, i.e. what we originally 
thought. As I explained earlier, we wanted 
maximum consensus on important meas
ures and some of our Clauses and some of 
our provisions are to be voted down. We are 
making a beginning and a good beginning. 
Probably, this Parliament may have to deal 
with this Act, may bemany times in future. 
We cannot foresee all contingencies. There
fore, Parliament is supreme. We are provid
ing a Parliamentary Committee. Whenever 
you find any difficulty in regard to any provi
sion, the Parliament is free to amend it. 
Therefore, I will only appeal today, that we 
should pass this Bill unanimously without

pressing for any amendment, without any 
Division, so that a message can go down to 
the country that we are all unanimous in this 
concept of Autonomy.

Some hon. Members have mentioned 
about other matters also. I do not want to 
spoil the atmosphere of this House by reply
ing to the minor points raised. I do not want 
to go into that. They mentioned about Prime 
Minister’s coverage and all that. I do not want 
to reply to all those things. I will take another 
opportunity to reply it.

Before I conclude, I would once again 
thank all the Committees which had gone 
into this aspect of autonomy and which had 
submitted wonderful Reports, including Shri 
B.G. Verghese Committee and others. 1 am 
grateful to my senior friend, my illustrious 
predecessor Mr. Advani, who had been 
helping me in drafting the Bill and most of the 
provisions were taken from his original Bill. I 
am grateful to him for the advise he has 
given. I agree with Mr. Krishna Kumar when 
he said that we can only create organisa
tions and structures but the ultimate success 
will depend upon the people who will man 
this organisation. I agree with him, 100 per
cent. The Parliament or anybody else can 
only create an organisation. Now, what they 
will do hereafter will depend on the employ
ees and officers of that organisation. I hope 
that they will come up to the expectations of 
the Parliament and the nation by using this 
autonomy, fi^edom, responsibility and keep
ing the interest of the country in view.

Today is a red letter day in the history of 
the Indian democracy. Here, everybody 
knows how difficult for any ruling party to part 
with any authority. This authority is a valu
able asset and a vital authority which the 
Government is prepared to forgo in the inter
est of the country and in the interest of the 
democratic traditions. By doing so, we are 
fulfilling one of our most important pledges, 
the National Front Government had given. 
The Government and the supporting Par
ties, all deserve credits for this and also I 
thank the main Opposition, the Congress
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Party for coming around and supporting this 
Bill.

I again appeal to them, not to press any 
more Amendments at this stage, except only 
the Amendments which are officially moved 
on the basis of consensus and leave the rest 
to be decided in future and the Parliament 
again can discuss it at an appropriate day.

Thank you very much.

SHRI VASANT SATHE: Sir, one clarifi
cation I want to ask from the hon. Minister.

Before, you abdicate your functions as 
Minister of this important Ministry, will you 
correct one thing. Today, itself I saw a pro
gramme prepared by Akshaya people on the 
conditions of people living in your beggers’ 
home in which Shri Pasw&n himself had 
appeared and stated many things very clearly. 
I do not understand this. You are talking of 
autonomy. Why are you not accepting even 
such a good programme, and allowing it to 
be shown on Doordarshan? Before you give 
yourcharge up, will you havethis programme 
shown? That is one good gesture of auton
omy that you can perform. You have edited 
Mr. Paswan totally. You have edited the 
entire programme, (interruptions)

SHRI INDER JIT: I would like to seek a 
clarification, on one point. He has not men
tioned specifically the term for the members 
of the Board. Are we still going to have a 6- 
year term when normally the tenure every
where, even for the Chief of the Army Staff 
and others is three years? As most Members 
have argrued, if you land yourself with bad 
Governors or bad manager for six years, you 
are done. Why don’t we go in for three years? 
I want your reaction.

PROF SAIF-UD-DIN SOZ (Baramulla): 
It is good that the hon. Minister has re
sponded to our suggestion. It has been an 
advantage to him, but as forthe term of office 
or the permanent members, it is six years.

Suppose somebody whom we do not 
want... (Interruptions)

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: We do not 
have to go into details.

PROF. SAIF-UD-DIN SOZ: This 6-years 
term will be boring.(Iterruption) We-Mr. In- 
derJit and others-have suggested a 3-year 
term . So, the Minister must respond to this. 
This is very important. (Interruptions)

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Mr. Soz, you 
cannot raise all the points at one time. You 
have made that point. We understand that 
language. Please sit down. (Interruptions)

PROF. SAIF-UD-DIN SOZ: He has not 
heard it.

SHRI P. CHIDAMBARAM: While I ap
preciate Mr. Upendra’s appeal not to press 
the amendments, that is really not possible 
because there are amendments to his own 
amendments; e.g. regarding his amendments 
No. 371, 373 and now 396. In a rare display 
of unity, Mr. Nirmal Chatterjee and I have 
jointly given amendment to his amendment 
No. 396. So, he cannot say that we should 
not press our amendments. These amend
ments have to be discussed. For example. 
When Parliament passes a law containing a 
clause which says that there shall be a Joint 
Committee of Parliament, somebody has to 
frame the rules. This is a lacuna. Your Law 
Ministry will tell you all these things. We 
cannot pass a law knowing that this is wrong. 
We have to have a clause, viz. 12 A saying 
that ru les shall be framed by the hon. Speaker.

Mr. Nirmal Chatterjee and I have given 
an amendment. It is not right for him to say 
that we should not press our amendments. 
We are going to ask for some discussion on 
some of the amendments. There are amend
ments to his amendments.

Sir, I would request you not to be hussled 
by him to husslethe Bill through .(Interruption)

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: That is 
pointed towards me, not towards him.
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[ Translation]

SHRI KIRPAL SINGH (Amritsar): Mr. 
Deputy Speaker, Sir, I would like to submit 
that a number of Members have asked for a 
separate channel for promoting regional 
languages and culture. No such provision 
has been made in this Bill in this regard 
whethertheGovernment will decide the issue 
or the board, which will be formed.

[English]

SHRIMATI GEETA MUKHERJEE 
(Panskura): I gave notice for an amendment 
which reads as follows:

"Provided that at least one of the 
Governors...now members

ments. So, I would stop here; and if the 
Minister is interested in responding to your 
suggestions, I will give him an opportunity to 
do so. Otherwise, we can proceed further.

SHRI VASANT SATHE: Let us adjourn 
the House now. We will pass the Bill tomor
row. We do not agree to sit late today. We 
don’t want voting today.l(nterruptions)

SHRI P. CHIDAMBARAM: We want that 
the voting should take place tomorrow.

SHRI VASANT SATHE: We have to 
speak on our amendments. Many members 
want to speak on their amendments.

SHRI P. CHIDAMBARAM: We will pass 
the Bill tomorrow.

...shall be a woman.”

(Iterruptions) That does not mean only 
one. Let it be clear. I do not know where the 
Minister is. (Interruptions)

I appreciate the great friendship and 
solidarity shown towards women. I appreci
ate the great solidarity by my male col
leagues to women.

18.00 hrs.

I want to submit it again because the 
Minister was not listening to me; he was not 
there.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: 
made your point.

You had

SHRIMATI GEETA MUKHERJEE: I 
gave a notice for my amendment. I want that 
there should be at least one member from 
women. (Interruptions)

SHRI P. UPENDRA: We will provide it 
in the rules. (Interruptions)

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: I am sure, 
there are many amendments given by the 
members. I think you would have a better 
response to your amendments. Most proba
bly all the members are trying to raise the 
issues which are mentioned in the amend

SHRI VASANT SATHE: You cannot 
take away the rights of the members by not 
allowing them to speak on their amend
ments. That is a fundamental right. It is an 
individual right of the members to speak on 
his amendments. How can that be taken 
away? Even if you want, you cannot do it.

SHRI P. CHIDAMBARAM: We are ex
tending our full cooperation. What is the 
problem ? [Interruption]

SHRI VASANT SATHE: Please do it 
tomorrow. I(nterruptions)

[Translation]

SHRI L.K. ADVANI (New Delhi): Mr. 
Deputy Speaker, Sir, I think that ourspeeches 
are based on the amendments which we 
moved. It is true, as Shri Sathe Sathe has 
said that those who have given notices of 
amendments have right to speak on them. 
We had held formal and informal discus
sions on this issue and also on the rules. My 
submission to Shri Sathe and other hon. 
Members is that we decided a few days back 
that voting would be held on this Bill today. 
Yesterday also, I had made a request in this 
regard.

SHRI VASANT SATHE: We have never
said.
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SHRI L.K. AD VAN I: I made a request 
yesterday also. Mr. Deputy-Speaker, Sir, I 
would like to appeal that if you don’t want, 
voting will not be taken up. But even then I 
would like to say that this Bill should be 
passed in view of the cordial atmosphere 
maintained by all of us during the discussion 
on this Bill. We can sit for two hours more, if 
we want to have more discussion on this Bill 
and then pass it. This is my request to you.

SHRI VASANTSATHE: Advaniji, I would 
also like to appeal to you. We are also 
(Interruptions) Mr. Deputy Speaker Sir, I 
would like to appeal to all the hon. Members 
and to the hon. Minister xhai(lnterruptions) 
more than 400amendments had been moved 
on this Prasar Bharati Bill. But all those 
Member of our party, who have moved these 
amendments, haven’t got the opportunity to 
speak on their amend m ents. (Interruptions) I 
don’t want to hide anything from anyone. We 
have told them that they will get the opportu
nity to speak on their amendments as it is 
their constitutional right.

[English]

So, you save your right to speak on your 
amendments.

[Translation]

Now, if we tell them to rush the bill and 
pass it, without giving them the opportunity 
to speak it will create a lot of problems for us 
and it will be injustice to them. This is my 
appeal to you. interruptions,)

Secondly, I have another problem also. 
Members of my party have mentioned it in 
the Rajya Sabha and I don’t want to hide 
anything here also A very important meet
ing of our working committee is going to be 
held today at 5.00 p.m. But I have told them 
that it will be impossible for us to attend the 
meeting before 6.00 p.m. as the House sits 
upto 6 O’clock. Now, I have to attend the 
meeting. The issue of Mandal Commission 
will be discussed in that meeting, so, please 
understand my problem and let me leave 
after 6.00 p.m. Take up this Bill tomorrow

and we have no objection to that 
^Interruptions; It cannot be done.

[English]

Please, we are willing to co-operate 
now. Do not put us in an embarrassing 
position. [Interruption]

SHRI NIRMAL KANTI CHATTERJEE: 
Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, would you kindly 
look to this side? We have been able to arrive 
at a good deal of common understanding on 
this Bill. Now, the most important amend
ment according to their point of view, I be
lieve, is the formation of the Joint Parliamen
tary Commitee.

SHRI SOMNATH CHATTERJEE: We 
also wanted; not olny they.

SHRI SONTOSH MOHAN DEV (Tripura 
West): All right; all wanted.

SHRI NIRMAL KANTI CHATTERJEE. 
Of the amendments which they desired, one 
of the most important was this and that was 
conceded. It has been indicated by the 
Minister also that since this is a completely 
new venture in our country, it is necessary 
that we take it as if we are taking our first 
step, with the Parliamentary Committee in 
hand. Further modifications whatever are 
necessary, or whatever changes would be 
called for, through our experience they can 
be introduced via the Parliamentary Com
mittee and wathe Parliament. Therefore, my 
request to them is, not to worry too much at 
this hour of the day. And if you want, we will 
have a 15-minute discussion with the 
Minister(Interruptions) What I request is, let 
this Bill be passed today. I tell you why. We 
were to have this crucial debate on Monday, 
then it was shifted to Wednesday, and we 
have been able to come close on all the 
points. Therefore, I appeal to you all and to 
the Deputy-Speaker also, that let us decide 
today. If necessary, let us have a discussion 
and pass it. '

DR. THAMBI DURAI (Karur): Mr. Dep
uty-Speaker, you have to listen to different
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parties also. You please listen to what we are 
saying also. Regarding the first point made 
by Mr. Ray, the Minister has not yet re
sponded. You cannot also take away the 
right of a Member to speak on the amend
ments. You have to give sufficient time to 
Members. You have to give time to all the 
hon. members. Therefore, I request you to 
give more time and if you are willing to give 
sufficient time, we will carry on. Otherwise, 
the Members are wanting to speak on their 
amendments and you cannot carry on the 
business like this.(Interruptions^

SHRI INDER JIT: Mr. Deputy-Speaker, 
this is indeed a historic occasion in our 
country. But in accordance with the conven
tions established by Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, 
every legislation which is important and his
toric should have been referred to a Select 
Committee. We have tried to rush the Bill 
and I think we will have to discuss it further 
before very long. In any healthy democracy, 
every important legislation must be referred 
to a Select Committee. So, let us not rush will 
it.

SHRI SAMARENDRA KUNDU 
(Balasore): Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir why I 
am claiming one minute from you is this. 
Certain things must be said here by way of 
clarifications so that it would help those who 
make the rules. That is why, a system of 
clarification is there. So, I seek some time 
from you. At least five to ten minutes should 
be given to those who want to seek 
clarifications... (Interruptions;

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: I have given 
you the time.

SHRI SAMARENDRA KUNDU: Sir, it is 
no doubt a great day, a red-letter day, a 
historic day. As Upendraji said, no Govern
ment will share power of information and 
power of publicity-the least, the former 
Government. This is a step in the right direc
tion to safeguard democracy. I would just like 
to seek two clarifications, h is very good that 
the hon. Minister has kept a provision for two 
workers in the Board. I would like to know, 
whether those workers would be elected

from the membership of the workers of the 
Registered Trade Unions or from among the 
general workers. If he cannot say, then he 
can say that this will be provided in the rules 
because there will be Registered Trade 
Unions and workers who do not belong tothe 
registered unions may not be member of the 
Trade Union. I want to know whether those 
two representatives will be elected from the 
members of the Trade Union orfrom among 
the general workers.

My second point, which was made by 
Mr. Sathe, is about the ownership of the 
property. I would just like to know whether it 
is a profit oriented corporation, whether you 
are going to make any profit out of it. Sir, all 
the public sector companies registered under 
Company Law are meant to make profit. But 
here, I think, no profit is there. It is just like 
Adivasi Corporation, District Rural Develop
ment Corporation, where no profit is there. If 
profit is not there, then there should not be 
any fear that somebody will sell the property 
and go away. I would like the Minister to 
throw some light on these two points.

SHRI P. UPENDRA: Sir, it is not fair to 
say that the Bill is being rushed through. I 
introduced this Bill first on December 
29...(Interruptions,) for eight months, it has 
been discussed thoroughly by 
everybody... /Interruptions,) In the Parliament 
itself, we have been discussing for the last 
four or five days. We had allotted eight 
hours. We had spent 12 hours so far and we 
are prepared to sit for another two hours if 
necessary. I will satisfy every point they have 
raised and let them speak on the amend
ments. I request them to pass this Bill today. 
Let them not give an impression thatthey are 
grudgingly cooperating m passing this Bill. 
That will be the impression ultimately. I though 
that I had convinced Mr. Sathe. If he is again 
adopting this...(Interruptions,/

SHRI VASANT SATHE: Please do not 
make that allegation... (Interruptions^

SHRI P. UPENDRA: I am telling you, do 
not give an impression that you are grudg
ingly cooperating in passing this Bill and you
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are compelled to do so. This Bill must be 
passed today. Sir, you can take the consen
sus o fthe House....(Interruptions;

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: I extended 
the time of the House by one and a half hours 
and the matter was discussed here. Now it is 
for the House to decide whether you want to 
work for any more time or you want to dis
cuss it tomorrow. I would leave the Members 
to adopt the rules in this respect and pro
ceed.

SHRI P. UPENDRA: I move that the 
sitting ofthe House be extended today till the 
Bill is passed. (Interruptions,}

PROF. P.J. KURIEN (Mavelikara): I 
would like to make it very clear that we are 
not grudgingly supporting this Bill. We are 
supporting this Bill because a number of 
point of view which we have raised have 
been accommodated in the Bill. After having 
compromised so much, we are only asking 
for one amendment. We are not even asking 
for division. When we cooperate, let there be 
same cooperation from their side also. We 
are cooperating and we are requesting their 
cooperation also. It is our party’s request that 
this may be passed tomorrow.

[ Translation]
SHRI L.K. ADVANI: It is not proper that 

such situation is created in which adivision 
is to be ordered at the last stage of this Bill, 
particularly when Shri Upendra, took the 
initiative the day before yesterday and have 
cordial discussion with the Members of other 
parties for giving final shape to the amend
ments. So, I talked to Shri Sathe, Shri Chi
dambaram and other important leaders of 
the Congress Party. They said that they 
should be given the opportunity to seek 
some clarifications between 2 O’clock to 1 
O’clock tomorrow. There will be no speeches. 
They don’t want any division on any amend
ment. I would like to appeal to Shri Upendra 
that we should not insist on this issue after 
the above understanding with the Congress 
leaders, tt will be proper that this Bill should

be passed unanimously after 1 O'clock 
tomorrow. So on the basis ofthe assurances 
given by the Congress Party, I would like to 
appeal him not to insist on the issue.

[English]

SHRI NIRMAL KNATI CHATTERJEE: 
It is a very impractical proposition. What will 
happen to zero hour?

SHRI SONTOSH MOHAN DEV: Zero 
hour will be there but there will no lunch hour.

[Translation]

SHRI L.K. ADVANI: I am appealing on 
the basis of assurance given by them. I think 
that there will no zero hour tomorrow.

[English]

SHRI SOMNATH CHATTERJEE: They 
are bound to raise their points during Zero 
Hour. They have no control pover their 
Members.

SHRI KADAMBUR M. R. JANARDHA- 
NAN (Tirunelveli): When they were in the 
Opposition in the Eighth Lok Sabha, did they 
give such a cooperation even once?

Si IRI SOMNATH CHATTERJEE: Sir, 
now whatever has been the consensus after 
deliberations between different parties have 
now been expressed in the from of amend
ments, latest amendments, suggested by 
Mr. Upendra. There may be one ortwo minor 
things. But, all the consensus amendments 
are now standing in the name of Mr. Upen
dra. Therefore, I do not know how on those 
amendments others can claim a right to 
speak. Therefore, these are accepted 
amendments and we have only to go through 
the formality of adopting them. Therefore, it 
will not take long. It is a question of one’s 
commitment to passing of this Bill. Let this be 
the red letter day, historic day. We are eve
ryday extending the date for discussion and 
voting. Other important legislations also are 
thereto be passed. Therefore, let this Bill be 
passed today.
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SHRI S. KRISHNA KUMAR: We are 
happy that many of the amendments moved 
by us have been accepted. But, a few ques
tions and clarifications remain. For instance, 
I want a clarification on external broadcast
ing, the direction, monitoring and control, of 
which should remain with Government. 
Similarly, some other clarifications may be 
asked by hon. Members. Having reached 
the consensus, let us retain the spirit, aliow 
these clarifications and pass the Bill. We are 
not non-Cooperating. We ?re cooperating.

SHRI P.C THOMAS (Muvattupuzha): 
Sir, we are hearing so much about consen
sus which is said to have been arrived it. 
There are about 64 amendments which have 
been circulated iust now. I do not understand 
what is the consensus arrived it. My party 
has not been consulted for any consensus. 
We have our views on amendments, and I 
have moved several amendments. For the 
past three-four days, I understand, talks of 
consensus was going on between Govern
ment and some parties. It would have been 
better if all parties were consulted to arrive at 
unanimity. It is because my party is too small 
as compared to Mr. Upendra’s party which 
has just two members in this House, that I 
have not been consulted? I have a humble 
submission that either I may be allowed to 
speak on all important amendements or I 
may be consulted. I suggest that for such 
important Bills and matters even the small
est groups should be consulted in future.

DR. THAMBI DURAI: This ts a historic 
Bill. We want to give our full cooperation and 
also we want to pass it unanimously. Our 
party is one of the bigger parties in the Lok 
Sabha and you have to give sufficient time to 
us also. The time extension beyond 6.00 
P.M. cannot be done with majority. There 
niust be consensus. When some parties like 
the Congress object to extension, then there 
is no consensus. Therefore. Mr. Upendra’s 
proposal to extend the time beyond 6 00 
P.M. cannot be just passed on the basis of 
majority.

SHRI SOMNATH CHATTERJEE: Con
sensus does not mean unanimity.

SHRI P. UPENDRA: Sir, I really cannot 
understand the arguments of the Congress 
Party. Sir, we have thoroughly discussed 
every point three-four times and there is 
complete agreement on all the points. I can 
understand the grievances of the small par
ties whom, unfortunately, I could not consult. 
If they have given the amendment, they have 
a right to speak. But, I cannot understand the 
Congress Party telling 340 amendments are 
there, and they have to be discussed and all 
that. Then what was the consensus? Only 
from 340 amendments we arrived at the 
consensus.

Secondly,-! should not say that as a 
Minister of Parliamentary Affairs-I have a 
bitter experience with the Congress Party. 
Whatever agreement they make they do not 
stick to it... (Interruptions) Sir, yesterday, 
you are a witness that there was an agree
ment that they will sit late and finish it. But 
they raised the question of quorum through 
somebody. Today everyone of them as
sured me that whatever the time it may be, 
we will sit and pass the Bill... (Interruptions}

SHRI VASANT SATHE: Sir, he is **. 
You are telling **. We did not give any such 
assurance that we will pass it today. You are 
**.. (Interruptions)

PROF. P.J. KURIEN: Sir, we agreed to 
sit upto 7 p.m. We did not agree to sit beyond
7 p.m. He is **. Yesterday there was no 
agreement. We accepted extension only up 
to 7 p.m. After 7 p.m. it was extended without 
our knowledge and consent. There was no 
agreement whatsoever. He is not telling the 
truth... (Interruptions)

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Please, Mr. 
Kumaram ang lam...

(Interruptions)

**Fxpunged as ordered by the Chair.
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SHRI VASANT SATHE: You are talking 
of the experience about the Congress. What 
do you talk’  What do you know of the 
Congress’ ... (Interruptions)

SHRI P. UPENDRA. Sir, he should be 
asked to w ithdraw  unparliamentary 
wo rd s . (Interruptions)

SHRI VASANT SATHE: I will not with
draw You do what you Ilke... {Interruptions)

MR DEPUTY SPEAKER: Please take 
your seats. Please, Mr. Sathe...

{Interruptions)

MR DEPUTY SPEAKER- Mr Kurien, 
you are the whip of the party. I am standing 
on my legs and you are all the time getting 
up You have made your point

( Interruptions)

PROF P J. KURIEN. Extension is always 
by consensus There is no consensus now..
(Interruptions)

PROF. SAIF-UD-DIN SOZ: Sir, I am on a 
point of order under rule 376 Normally, Sir, 
the House will be adjourned at 6 O’ Clock. 
Now. Mr Upendra made a suggestion that 
we should sit for a longer 
time ..{Interruptions). The Congress Party 
wants some more time 
tomorrow. .{Interruptions). Kindly listen to 
me We want your ruling but kindly listen to 
me This on the agenda this time. Sir, nor
mally the House would be adjourned at six. 
Mr Upendra made a suggestion that we 
should sit for longer time, but the Congress’s 
response was that they want more time. Mr 
Advani, asthe Leaderofthe Bharatiya Janata 
Party, has said something He appealed to 
Mr. Upendra Therefore, the sense of the 
House is that we must adjourn now and 
tomorrow those who have not moved the 
amendments, may move the amendments 
This is the sense of the House. We have not 
moved amendments, so, we shall move the 
amendments at that time. Mr. Upendra should

not im pair the atm osphere of the 
House... (Interruptions)

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER. Please, I am 
on my legs. I hope you will pay attention to 
what I am saying here Mr. Kurien, you are a 
Whip, you will maintain silence please

{Interruptions)

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Well, what
ever unparliamentary words have been ut
tered, they will be removed from the record 
That is one point The second point is that I 
would congratulate all the Members in the 
House for showing so much of interest in the 
Bill I think the Government has done a good 
job Because of the pressure under which 
the Parliamentary Affairs Minister and the 
Information and Broadcasting Minister has 
worked, he has to see that the work is done 
At the same time, I have said that the 
Members also should get time to express 
their views and we have to strike a balance 
between the two A very senior hon Mem
ber, Mr Advaniji has said that let us arrive at 
a compromise and let us to maintain the 
goodwill that has been created J hope Mr 
Upendra will consider this point and will 
respond in a very appropriate manner

( Interruptions)

SRI SOMNATH CHATTERJEE 
Mr Advani still maintain it’

Does

SOME HON MEMBERS- Yes, yes 

{Interruptions)

SHRI P UPENDRA No Zero Hour

(Interruptions)

[ Translation]

SHRI L.K. ADVANI In this regard, I had 
appealed to the Government and also to Shri 
Vasant Sathe and Shri Chidambaram. At 
that time it was agreed that there would not 
be any Zero Hour etc. next day and we would
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complete it on priority basis between 12 and
1.00 p.m.

(interruptions)

Whatever I have told is correct in all 
respect and that is why I was a bit worried, 
when Shri Sontosh Mohan Dev extended 
the time from 1.00 O’clock to 2 O’clock. 
(Interruptions) Please let me complete 
because I attach been asked to put my stand 
once again and therefore I am reiterating my 
earlier point. I have much importance to the 
Prasar Bharati Bill and I believe if this Bill is 
passed unanimously, it would be a signifi
cant event and if there is a division on it, that 
too would be a significant event. Perhaps, 
someone would have thoughtthat they could 
get benefits only from the latter course, but I 
do not think that it would be in the larger 
interest of the country. Rather, if it is unani
mously passed, it would be a positive indica
tion that the country is doing something new 
which is acceptable to all. I would like to 
submit once again that even the C.P.l. (M) is 
not opposed to our stand that the Bill should 
be passed today itself. That is their view
point. Similarly, the ruling party may have 
some other views in this regard. I would like 
to emphasise that now it is the responsibility 
of the Congress to ensure that it may not be 
postponed further under some or the other 
pretext and that this Prasar Bharati Bill is 
passed unanimously.(Vntemvpf/ons)

SHRI HARISH RAWAT: Mr. Deputy 
Speaker, Sir, whatever atmosphere has been 
created in regard to this Bill, the ruling party 
and the concerned Minister are mainly re
sponsib le fo r creating such an 
atmosphere.(Interruptions) Do they expect 
our co-operation in this way? (Interruptions)

By and lurge an atmosphere of consen
sus has been created and in creating such 
an atmosphere the opposition and the hon. 
Minister gave their equal cooperation. None 
of us wants to vitiate this atmosphere. We 
have agreed to extend our co-operation in 
view of the hurdles before the Minister. We 
share his eagerness to get the Bill passed 
and it can very will be passed tomorrow...

(Interruptions). In this way you cannot si
lence us and if you think that you are helping 
the Government or the House, then you are 
sadlymistaken. You cann’tsuppressour voice 
like this.

Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, Shri Advani has 
put forward a very judicious proposal. 
Through you, I would like to assure the 
House that we are prepared to discuss it as 
the first item after the Question Hour tomor
row.

SHRI P. UPENDRA: It is a daily 
exercise........(Interruptions)...

[Fnglish]

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Please sit 
down.

(Interruptions)

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Now, nobody 
will speak. Please leave it to me.

(Interruptions)

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Mr. Satheji, I 
want cooperation from you. Please leave itto 
me.

Mr. Satheji, may I take it from you that 
immediately after the Question Hour we are 
going to take up this thing?

SHRI VASANT SATHE: Yes.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Right.

(Interruptions)

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Now please 
leave it to me. Now, nobody will raise his 
hand. Please allow me to conduct now.

SHRI SOMNATH CHATTERJEE: I would 
like to say something.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Please leave 
it to me.
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[ Translation]

I am of the opinion that a very cordial 
atmosphere has been created and I would 
like to extend my heartiest congratulations to 
each and every Member for his contribution 
in this regard. I would also like to suggest that 
this Biff should be passed in a cordial atmos
phere no problem on the points where there 
is consensus and wherever you differ, I will 
provide you every opportunity to speak.

[English]

Now this is a Ruling from the Chair that

this matter will be taken up tomorrow imme
diately after the Question Hour. There will 
not be Zero Hour or something at that time 
and we will sit in this House and we will 
forego the Lunch Hour, but I will allow minor 
discussions on the points that may be raised.

Now the House stands adjourned to re
assemble tomorrow at 11.00 a.m.

1 8 3 8  h rs .

The Lok Sabha then adjourned till Eleven 
of the Clock on Thursday, August 30, 
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